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Send your change of address notice or any enquiries
about membership to:
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THE ADMINISTRATOR
14 Balcombe Road

Skysa il or appears twelve times a year and is
provi ded as a servi ce to members.
For non -members,
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Cheques sho uld be made payable and sent to HGFA.

Mentone, Victoria 3194

Send you r contributions to SKYSAILOR, any enquiries
about insurance, the pilot hand book. accident reports
or any other national matters to:

Skysai l or is published to create further interest
in the sport of hang gliding. Its primary purpose
is to provide a ready means of communication between hang gliding enthusias.:s in Australia and
in thi s way to advance the future development of
the sport and its methods and safety.
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Editor reserves the right to edit contributions
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HGFA and the Editor do not
assume responsibility for the material or the
opinions of contributors presented in Skysailor.
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Wes . Hill
Phone: (03) 277- 7942
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write to th e appropriate ~ tate Association.

Free

An additional charge will be made for any typing,
typesetting or artwork which may be required .
Advertisements from kite ma nufacturers must indica te vJhether or not t hei r kite meets the US HG~lA
certification standards.
Kites for sale in t'larket Place must indicate a
suitable minimum hang rating.
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responsibility for any of the products advertised
or mentioned editorially wit hin these pages. No
responsibility is accepted for any cl aims made by
advertisers unless specifically expla i ned, performance fig ures quot ed in advertis i ng shou l d be
taken as es ti ma t es onl y.

SKY SAILOR is pr i nte d b y " PRINTMAIL"
9 0 Reserve road Artarmon.
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173 Bronte Road, Waverley, oa024
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THE t1JYES FAC'IDRY IN AUSTRALIA HAVE AUvAYS BEEN INNOVA'IDRS OF RADICAL DESIG:1 CHAiK;ES

1ST WITH 120

0

NOSE ANGLE

1ST VITTI! 130

0

NOSE Ar~

1ST IVITH CERTIFICATION

1ST WITH SHAPED Y-EEL POCKh'TS

1ST WITH FINS

1ST IVITH VITRE DIVE STRINGS

1ST HITH NEOPRENE TIPS

1ST WITH BATrEN LOCATORS

Everyone else in Australia copies our hardvlare, sting-posts , keel pockets, contoured
undersurface battens , cross bar design etc, etc , etc ..... THE ONE BIG DIFFERENCE IS
THAT OUR GLIDERS ARE ALWAYS CERTIFIED. WE CARE ABOlJT YOUR LIFE. That ' s why we are
still around after 17 years .

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

~~~ @l~[Q)~~~ ~@[J U®®~ ~
U®~ @:li
U®(Q) mruo®®o~@
OUr most exciting new glider. At 64lbs it is

Not just cosrretic changes, it has a

lighter than anything comparable.

radical new sail cut which has improved

FEATURES: Small control bar

sink rate, glide, speed and handling.

Small span

FEATURES: Extra mainsail battens

Very light handling

Shaped low drag keel pocket

Good pitch pressures

Straight fluLter free trailing edge

16 feet length in bag

Locators on batten 5 & 8

Excellent sink rate

Stri ng batten bungees

Efficient tips

Neoprene tips

Extra main sail battens

Light pitch pressure

Flutter free sail

Fast roll rate

Price: $1600.00 including sales tax, an

New tip colour scherre available

introductory price that's $100.00 cheaper

Price: $1700.00 including sales tax.

U@(Q) mru@~®

than anything comparable.
Certification if now in progress.

FEATURES: Unbelievable sink ~ate

UU@M@[J®

Weighs only 49lbs

Proven the best trainer / intermediate

29 foot span

glider in Australia. It is even better

2" swivel cross bar

for 1983.

Small control bar

Price: $1430.00 including sales tax

No dive sticks
Very manoeuvrable
Price: $1430.00 including . sales tax.

Not certified to the USHGMA standards.
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Cross Country/Out and Return
Tegelberg - Burg Falkenstein and return
(30kms). After take-off the pilot flies west
to Berg Falkenstein, rounds the pylon and
attempts to reach the main landing site . The
flight will only be scored if the pylon is
correctly rounded and one of the 6 landing
sites i s reached .
Scoring and deduction take place according
to paragraphs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.

News ""'"

The team to go to the WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS is being
picked from the national ladder. The HGFA has funds
to aid the travelling expences of the members of
the Australian team, and so we hope to present to
the world Australias BEST.

The coefficients are as follows:
Ll
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

The tasks to be flown at the World Championships
are printed on the next few pages, the full rules
and conditions are available from the HGFA.

main landing site at Tege lberg 2
Horn
4
Weissensee
6
Weissensee
12
Horn
14
main landing site Tegelberg
16

This task requires photo verification.
3.3

Cross Country Out and Return

3.5

Tegelberg - Trauchgau/Birnbaum and return
(22km). Facing east from take-off 6 pylons
will be placed on the foothills along the ridge .
The pilot must fly around one of these pylons
and must reach one of the two landing sites to
score.
The pilot who scores the highest coefficient within his group determines the
maximum rating.

Tegelberg - Wertach and return (30km/60km).
Flying west after take-off, it should be
attempted to round the church in the centre
of Wertach .
The flight will only be scored if one of the
nine landing sites is reached.
Scoring and deductions take place according
to paragraph 3 . 3.1 and 3.3.2.

3.3 .1 CompilatiQns of Scores

The coefficients are as follows:

In order to score a pilot must reach a landing
si te because the flight time can only be
measured there. Pilots who do not reach a
landing site will not be scored.
Points

=

Ll
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9

1000 x coefficient
max. coefficient of the group

max. 1000 points will be given.
The coefficients yield the following r esults:
' Pylon
Pylon
Pylon
Pylon
Pylon
Pylon
Pylon
Pylon
Pylon

6/L2
5/L2
6/L2
4/L2
5/Ll
3/L2
4/Ll
2/L2
1/ L2

30
22
20
15
13
12
10
9
6

main landing site Tegelberg
Weissensee
Breitenberg Talstation
Nesselwang
Wertach
Wertach
Breitenberg Talstation
Weissensee
main landing site Tegelberg

2
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
90

This task requires photo-verification.
(L

3.6

landing site)

Triangle Cours
Take-off si te - Sauling - Harbour Brandershofen. The pilots fly this triangle
as many times as they can. Scoring and
deduction take place according to paragraphs
3 . 3 .1 and 3 . 3.2.

3.3.2 Deductions

The coefficients are as follows:

If two or more pilots in a group attain the
same coefficient only the fastest pi lot
receives the number of points figured
according to paragraph 3.3.1. All others
lose a maximum of 20 % of their points even if
their airtime was more than 30% longer.

Deduction

Cross Country/Out and Return

Sauling/main landing site
Sauling/Harbour/main landing site
Sauling/Harbour/Brandershofen/
main landing site.

1000 x coefficient actual fli ght time
scored x 0,2
x minus minimum time
Max . Coefficient

Minimum time x 0 ,3

The time will be taken at take -off and landing.

4

5
10
25

For each further round the coefficient will
be doubled and added to the pOints reached
in the previous round.
This task requires photo- verification.
The pylons must be rounded in the proper place .

3.7

Duration (Time Aloft) Task with Point Landing
The pilots must attempt to stay aloft for the
announced maximum time. He may exceed this
time by up to 5 minutes in order to land.
Exceeding the announced time by more than 5
minutes will result in the loss of all points
for the task .

FORT FUNSTAN AIR RACE - WORLD INVITATIONAL
HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIP

The task closes with a precision landing in
the main landing zone. A pilot landing outside
of the circular target zone will receive no
points for the task .

Entry Fee: $75.00 - Trophies wi ll be awarded 1st
through 10th Place.
First Place
Winner - $1000 . 00.

Dates :

April 28 , 1983 through M 1, 1983 .

Dear Pilot

Flight Scoring: max 750 pOints . Deduction will
be linear down to zero.

Please accept this l e tter as your official invitatio
to the second annual Fort Funston Air Race .

Landing Scori ng: max 250 points will only be
given if the 50m circ l e is
reach ed .
1 point will be
deducted for every 10cc from
centre point.

If you plan to accept thi s invitation, or would l ike
more information about the contest , send a $10 .00
filing fee as soon as possible to:

Landing Classification:

Fort Funstan Air Race
3620 Wawona
94116
San Francisco
CA

1. Controlled landing: only the feet of th e
pilot and the ends of the keel and/or
leading edges touch the ground. Pilot
receives all landing points.

Upon receipt of your $10.00 filing fee or $75 . 00
entry fee you will be sent a registration packet
with complete information and rules, etc .
If after
receiving your information packet you decide not to
enter the competition, simply return the packet for
a refund .
If you wish to enter after receiving your
packet, then send in the balance of $65.00 with
registration forms.

2. Uncontrolled landing: feet of pilot,
control bar and/or nose of glider touch
the ground. Pilot receives only 50% of
earned landing points .
3. Crash landing: some part of the pilot' s
body other than the feet touch the ground.
pilot receives no landing points.

Entry fees post marked before March 31 , 1983 are $75
Entry fees post marked after April 1, 1983 are $100 .
Deadline for returning the information packet for
a refund is April, 1983. Absolutely no filing fee
refunds after April 1, 1983.
Please RSVP as soon as possible .
WALT NIELSEN
Meet Director

Australian

x-c

League - Report

ARE YOU COMING TO THE USA THIS YEAR?
For information on local flying sites and
conditions contact:

The flights stil l pour in, Steve Blenkinsop has
stepped into first place after entering two 70km+
flights, one from Buffalo and one from Bucklands
Gap.
It seems Steve and John Pendry had some great
flying at Buffalo after we all left.

SAN FRANCISCO WINDSPORTS
3620 WAWONA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94 11 6 (415) 992 - 6020
Complete lin e of Hang Gliding Equipment for Sale
or Rent. Beginning to Advanced lessons.

Mollo dragged himself up a place by the narrowest
of margins with a 128km flight. The first Sunday
in February saw Mollo spend four hours between
Gresford and Quirindi , flying past some hot
pilots to set a new unofficial NSW record, previous 1,
held by Moyes.
On the same day, impressive new entrants Jenny
Ganderton and Bill Poole flew their best flights
of the season so far - Jenny to Willow Tree and
Bill to Murrunundi from Gresford.
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'rYROLEAN 19 83 WORLD MASTERS
29th May

21st

We are pleased to issue our official invitation to
the 2nd World Masters in Hang Gliding to be held
again in Kossen, from 21 - 29 May, 1983.

1983

K 0 S S EN -AU S T R I A

Please note that the date has been set in coordination with the Germans, just prior to the
World Championship (5 - 19 June, 1983), and we
have worked together with the World Championship
Organisors to ensure plenty of time to travel and
train there. Transport from Kossen to Tegelberg,
the German site, which is approx. 200kms will be
arranged.

OFFICIAL INVITATION

In addition, this time of the year has proved to
be the finest time for hang gliding in the Alps
with the highest intensity of good weather .

The starting method will be "Open Window".
We will organise daily speed runs and cross country
tasks allover the Tyrolean Mountains. The daily
tasks will be selected by the pilot ' s committee,
which in turn, will be elected by all particpating
pilots.

The Kossen Hotels will provide free accommodation
for the top pilot per country.
The entry fee of OS . 2,000 (US$120.00) is to be paid
on arrival.

There will be a Daily prize money up to OS.lO,OOO,
(US$600.00) .

When the competing pilots exceed 50, there will be
qualifications for the first two competition days.
However, at least 2 pilots per competing country
will be entitled to fly in the finals.

All daily results will be combined together for the
final result.

The entry deadline is 1 May , 1983, and it must be
written. On special consideration it would be
possible to accept a late entry .

There will be approximately OS.lOO,OOO (US$6,000.00)
total prize money and this will be split up among
the top ten pilots. The split decision to be
decided with the advice of the pilot's committee.

21 May 1983 - Arrival and free flying.
22 May 1983 - First Championship day.

Applications from World class pilots only, to;
BILL MOYES, 173 BRONTE ROAD WAVERLEY 2024 . SYDNEY.

Latest standings are:
Best 5 Flights (Km)

The following day saw new Hang 3 entrant William
White fly 133km from Horrock's Mountain, SA to
back up a flight the previous day of 57km (his
first time over the back) and push into the lead
in our Hang 3 division. Welcome to our other
H3 entrants, John Ritchie from Taree, NSW and
T Rhodes from Churchill, Victoria.
Jars has logged a few flights from the Nationals
to gain an average and will have to score some
quick flights to better it before he leaves for
Nepal and Europe.
Keep the entries coming in, rember there is still
almost four months left till the league is
finalised and plenty of good XC weather to come.

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

S
R
P
G
I
D
C
J

Blenkinsop
Chatfield
Mollison
Moloney
Jarman
Cummings
McDonald
Ganderton

9.
10.
ll.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

P
B
I
R
W
C
B
D

Kelly
Poole
O'Neill
Martin
Hill
Worth
Barnes
Rottman

SA
WA
NSW
WA
NSW
NSW
NSW
UK
SA
NSW
VIC
NSW
VIC
NSW
NSW
VIC

78,57,195,73,76
142,106,69,60,56.5
78,53,62,52,128
46,110,118,50.5,48
74,65,28,51,133
63,72 , 90 , 65.3,67 .1
78 ,70,81 . 5,33,51.5
26,23.5,71.5,45 . 5,
112.5
58,74,76,108
55,41.5,54.3,96.7
62 .5,1 8.2 ,109 ,28
74.5,65,64
60,52 , 67
46,22,25,26.5
36,22,22,32
85

HANG 3 DIVISION

1.
2.
3.
4.

Craig Worth
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W
J
M
T

White
Ritchie
Berry
Rhodes

NSW
NSW
NSW
VIC

57,133
21

Average
95.8
86.7
74.6
74.5
70 . 2
69.5
62.8
55.8

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road.
Palmwooos 4555 phone 071-459185
A PROFESSIONAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SEVICES -LEARNER SCHOOL REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES - MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF HANG GLIDER TUBES IN AUSTRALIA - TRADEIN USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS - SOME NEW DEMONSTRATION GLIDERS STOCKED. SUNCOAST HANG
GLIDERS TAKE PHONE CALLS ALL HOURS TO ALLOW YOU THE ADVANTAGE OF HALF-PRICE OFF-PEAK RATES.
STAN ROY AVAILABLE BEFORE 8 AM AND AFTER 6 PM. ANSWER-PHONE FOR ALL HOURS MESSAGES.

YOU MAY HAVE HEARD A VICIOUS RUMOUR THAT BIG STAN HAS TURNED PETROL-HEAD, THIS IS NOT JUST
COMPLETELY TRUE, I STILL KEEP THE BIGGEST STOCK AND THE BEST RANGE OF HANG GLIDING GEAR IN
AUSTRALIA AND RUN A FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
GUARANTEED DELIVERY TIMES OR 5% DISCOUNT

WE GOT BALLS,
651 Super Vario Digital Alti.

$535.00

Special 631 Box type Super Digital

$430.00

620 H Audio Vario

$295.00

WE SELL REAL PROTECT! ON

for your head.

The new S' C Lightweight Helmet passes the

A.S. 2063 Australian Standard for sporting helmets.

WE GOT ORGASMIC COMFORT HARNESSES

A trifling

$40.00

(Thanks Alaine) :

Our S'C midi has become the new standard for apron harnesses, that
others compare to. Our basic cocoon gets away from the clutter of
webbing commonly used. We even use 3,800 Ib climbing rope for the main
suspension so it is easily adjustable via a bowline knot. Also running
our ropes over large thimbles and pulleys does not reduce its breaking
strength by 50% like other harnesses that run ropes directly over the
carabiner or ring.
OH! and those V anchorages at the main and chest supports have been
tested at 3000 Ibs and tear-out strength each, so collectively they
are 12,000 Ibs or about 90% stronger than the ropes.
These and many other features make our Harnesses unique and not merely
carbon copies of American designs.
Jean Michel Bernasconi, President of Windcraft California, described
it as the most comfortable cocoon he had used and gave us an order,
another first for Suncoast Hang Gliders.

IHEX 100 GLASSES,
100% reduction in U.V. and I.F. rays, side shields and retainer cord
and case,

$48.00

GORTEX JACKETS AND PANTS,
The miracle superlight rainproof windproof fabric that breathes (so
you don't sweat so much)
JACKETS (Almost 20% of list)

$75.00
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A LONG WEEKEND

IN SOUTH AUST.
Dermot Meaney.

Photos by Birgit

Sven~

The cold chill that went down my spine was
probably the temperature at that altitude, I glanced
up reassuringly at my glider and headed it east
pulling the bar in to 2Smph.
I kept in touch with
the ground crew and eventually worked out the
route I should follow, east to Peterborough then
N/E to Broken Hill. I kept this up for 5 hours
20 minutes, eventually sinking out into a light
headwind and oppressive heat after 121kms at 7.SSpm.

The weekend was looking as though it would be a
hot one, great for laying on the beach getting
pissed, written off and generall bullshitting
about the past and the future.
Instead of this trivia, two Poms, a Swede and an
Irishman decided to go flying.
I gave Steve
Blenkinsop a phone call on Friday to enquire as
to what he thought the weekend might be like. As
usual Steve said "don't worry about the weather
down there in Adelaide, just come up". So with
Birgit, Paul and myself in Pauls car, we headed
for the land of the 10'000' dust devil.

My Kingdom for a couple of more hours of daylight,
oh well, a few beers and back to Steves.
Launch - Germain Gorge, 1500' agl. Time - 2.2Spm.
Best Height Gain - 9,300'.
Distance - 121kms
straight line.

Saturday morning we fooled around a bit, then by
midday Steve decided to take us to the land of the
roly poly kombi, Port Germain Gorge. This launch
site reminded me a lot of Sylmar without the LA
smog and what must be the world's best cross
country terrain a safe lob over the back. waikerie
is only six or seven hours by hang glider, as Steve
proved from Illawarra Hill a couple of months before
Xmas.

Sunday morning we decided to go to Horrocks Pass,
the temperature forecast for that day was for
above 40C with light N/E which is over the back
for that mountain. Whilst driving up the road
from Melrose we could see cu's forming way up to
the north at 10.4Sam. By 12 . 00 we were on top of
the mountain and the cu's were stretched out from
north to south along the Flinders Ranges for 70-80
miles.
Today I was driving and offered what help
and advice I could to the lesser experienced pilots
in the group. When the last of them were off, I
thought that I might just take a walk over the
back of the hill and draw my pocket knife across
my throat, thus putting and end to the torture
of watching two people on their first XC, going
over the back with 11,000' to 13 , 000'.

When we got to launch' the north easterly was strong
and over the back, as the afternoon progressed the
N/easterly weakened to give way to a good strong
westerly sea breeze off the hot shimmering Spencers
Gulf, ten miles away.
Paul launched first, then Steve, followed by myself.
Paul was off to the north and losing it while
Steve had gained 50 ' to 100' above, somewhere in
between I was wrestling with a thermal chopped up
by the 15 - 20 mph sea breeze .
I gained 3000'
within about 10 minutes, but did not feel
comfortable about the reliability of the thermal
I was in , thinking to myself there must be something
better around as the dust devils were quite numerous.
Sure enough as I was travelling back to launch,
but also trying to circumnavigate any sink that
might have been left by the original one that got
me to 3000 ', the nose pitched up gingerly some
way out in front of launch. As it did so , I
banked the Missile up , then as the plaismans tone
reached a crescendo, I pulled on a touch more
speed to feel my right tip resting comfortably
in the core .
Immediately over the back the
hills roll quite markedly but there are a few
good bomb- out areas which would make going over
the back quite safe . At 5000', I could see Murray
Town , directly down wind , surrounded by a miriad
of paddocks and roads - paddocks ranging from
dark brown to light gold . To top all this off , it
seemed as though every third field had a dust
devil churning up out of it . At Murray Town I
got to 1 1, 000 ' with a slight drift to the N/W , I
was intent on trave lling eas t .
Immediately to my
north about 10kms away , there was the mother of
a l l dus t devi l s , ve r y thick with d u s t and reaching
to 1 0 , 000 '. Thi s was no thi n snakey just discernable
whir l y , it was 1 0 , 000 ' of str aight up solid soil .

Dust devils were doing their stuff out front and
over the back on the plains as is typical through
the summer in the upper north.
I mentioned to the
others that they should not leave their gliders
unattended. Sure enough the dust devils started
running around on top, one came right through us so
Birgit and I had to throw ourselves on top of her
glider to hold it down. The rules there are the
same as the OWens Valley , drink plenty , don ' t leave
your glider unattended, take survival supplies, be
sure of your launch run , be sure of your glider
and parachute .
Paul Kelly launched first , he was maintaining when
Rob Hibberd launched and seemed to be maintaining
comfortably also . Willie White launched and went
over to the left spur of the bowl , hit a good one
and started climbing really well .
In the meantime
Birgit was getting ready to launch , 42C heat on a
2 , 500 ' mountain is a long way from home for a Swede.
Being the amazing lady that she is, she was handling
it very well . She launched her Meteor straight
into a nice smooth thermal, banked into a nice
smooth turn and in 15 minutes she was a speck in the
sky . By the time I reached t h e bitumen at Wirrabura
they were abou t 10 mil es a h ead of n , .
I picked
up Birgit a ft e r 4Skms , s h e was packing he r g l ider
away with t h e h e l p o f a ve r y , ve r y perp l exed farmer .
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Next along the way was Willie after 57kms . Just
before picking up Willie, I stopped along the way
waiting for Rob Hibberd to l and , but I think th at
the presence of a whirly in th e paddock unde rn eath
him had something to do with him getting up again .
Rob got 59kms and felt a bit nauseus from the
flight.
He thought h e was airsick .
I th ink t hat
maybe spending a bit of time at 1 3 , 000 ' for someone
who lives at sea level could indicate a wee touch
of hypoxia. Next problem, where is Pau l ? I knew
it was a good day , perhaps he has flown out of radio
range. When we got back to Gladstone he phoned in ,
so Steve went out to pick him up.
It seems that
Paul r an into a southerly , on l y to spend an hour
over Jamestown, his flight was 76kms.
Well that was it, to hell with going to look
job, we were going to stay for Monday to see
could give the ole magic 1 00 miles a nudge.
to launch a t 11.00am after l eavi ng Glads t one
9.00am.

J'

for a
if we
We got
at
Dermot Meaney landing at sunset .

On launch the wind was moderate N/E, no cu's or dus ~
devils and a lot of cirrus around.
The temperature
was 40C and forecast to reach 44C. It was not
looking good, so I said to Panl, "We 'll give it
until 12.30 then flock off like a pack of birds
if its not improving". Well Paul launched at
12.50 , I launched at 12.55 and Willie about 1.15.
Paul and I really thought that we had los t it.
I
was cursing quite well, scratching 500 ' below
launch in 44C with all my high altitude gear on .
Little did I know that at 6.45 that evening the
temperature would be around'4C at 13,000'.
We got and headed for Mt Remarkable with Willie
setting the pace. Paul and I got to Mt Remarkable
with 7,000' and 9 , 000 ' respectively. We flew to
a cu, which although we got about 2 , 000 ' out of ,
i t had dis sapated by the time we got to cloudbase .

2 , 000', I thought that this was the smoothest
the rmal I had eve r encountered, a stairway to
heaven at 6 .45 in the evening.
This hoisted me to
13,000' again, Yahoo ! At last I have done it, a
hundred miles. Passing south of Porters Lagoon
I remember some of the guys at the Burra Nationals
getting money for the longest flight, which might
have been 20kms at the most. Also going over the
Black Springs range with 9,000' having always wanted
to fly from there in the old Jaguar days. After a
bit of drifting and circling in 50fpm, I headed
south which was going to take me east past Eudunda.
I gained 2 ' 000 ' flying in a straight line at 25pmh
for 15kms under what I thought was decaying cloud
at 7.30pm.
I hit the ground at 7.50 a bit tired
by absolutely elated. Our long weekend turned
up these flights.

We headed out after Willie when Paul spotted a
whirly within our reach.
2,000 more and we were
off again after William. South of Murray Town I
thought I got some reasonable lift, when I looked
over to Willie and Paul and they had a very nice
looking core.
I s hot over to them and eventually
got to 13, 000 ' in the meantime Paul and Willie l eft
wi th about 1 0 , 000 '. At this stage we were s till
following the highway about' 15 mil es east of the
Flinde rs Ranges main spine.
Paul went over toward s
th e ranges and Willie raced off ahead again.
I
d ec ided to bide my time and stay very high while
there were a l ot of nice sized cu's forming ahead
of me for the next 50 or so miles.

Saturday:

Dermot 121kms

Sunday:

Birgit
Willie
Rob
Paul

Monday:

Dermot 223kms
Willie 128kms
Paul
109kms

45kms
57kms
59kms
76kms

Average for the weekend was 102kms.

Dermot meaney.

DERMOT MEANEY

I caught up with Willie at the 70 mile mark but he
was low and I considered myself low at 7,500'.
He
starte d circling so I went over to him, I got
to 9 , 000 '. He was starting to lose it, I tried to
help him on the radio but there was 4 or 5 , 000 '
between us, so I was not much help.

PS:
On the weekend of the 26 & 27 of February
these flights were recorded:
Saturday:

Dermot
Birgit
Glen Kramer
Paul
S Blenkinsop
Steve Gale

34kms
36kms
37kms
39kms
66kms
69kms

Sunday:

Paul
Glen
S Blenkinsop

ll8kms
ll9kms
167kms

I d e tected a slight westerly drift, so Clare to
my S/E looked like a good course to take. At this
stage I could see Burra to my east, the Spencer
Gulf to th e N/W, Lochiel to the west and St Vincents
Gulf to the S/W.
I stil l had about 3 hours of daylight and c u' s ahead
of me although they did not look very healthy in the
distance. North of Clare I got down to less than
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With a small attrition rate, 35 pilots competed
in the ' 83 contest. To most, the venue was brand
new.
The Mt Cole plateau is a very pretty place,
offering the classic, westerly facing Mt Ben Nevis;
a southerly take-off called Mt Buangor and a peaked
granite mountain called Langi Ghiran which takes
easterlies. The forests in the area remain healthy
despite the drought and are a sharp contrast to the
aridity of the surrounding agricultural flatlands.
It is fun country to fly, especially once away from
the mountains, because route diversions for the sake
of safety become unnecessary. The heritage of our
pioneers was essentially "if it moves, shoot it and
if it grows, cut it down". Hence, negligible trees.
"Fantastic" say Ian Jarman and his tree-plagued, east
coas t mates.
The scoring system was a new one which had axed the
simplicity of one-on-one and had introduced the idea
of round validity. The aim was that it should be a
FLYING contest, where the pilot would be measured
not only on his or her ability to climb cleanly, but
also on his intuitive guess of where the next thermal
would be.
The winner would need a consistent string
of firsts or close seconds in each round.
There
were plenty of pilots with the skill and experience
to win it, but what would finally separate them would
be not so much the brilliance of the winner, but the
mistakes of the losers.
I reckon its a mind game.
The bottom line for the contest's success would
rest, as always, on the weather.

There were the usual hard luck s torie s. Steve
Blenkinsop , the defending champion was one who
blew his chance on the first day. After a 4 hour
one-on-one with Russell Duncan, he misjudged his
final glide and lost 314 points for his efforts.
Rick Martin suffered an identical fate.
Take Stu
Davies and Wes Hill who flew more than 60kms for
the day, 10 of which were into a difficult headwind,
but scored poorly because their respective
opponents made the task.
It was already between those eleven ta sk finishers:
Moyes, Powter, Gilmour, Jarman, Brothers Duncan,
Brothers Daniel, Lord John Pendry, Steve Ruffels
and Dermot Meaney. Perhaps add the Heat 5 winner,
Danny Scott. This heat had launched into dud air
and the winning distance was a comparatively
small 13. 5km .
DAY 2 - Skipton Out and Return
Phil's luck was holding.
The weather was calm and
sunny and a seabreeze was expected around 4pm. He
directed us southwards to Skipton, then told us
to turn around and ride the sezbreeze front back
to the Buangor Pub. At least, that was the theory.
Poor Birgit Svens was probably psyched out before
she could even laun c h.
Harry Summons' dog, Trevor,
mistook her tall frame for a tree, which may have
taken a bit of wind out of her sail.

There were no entries from WA, Qld or Tasmania
and the Victorians were unable to fill their team.
The inadequate prior notification of dates, the
need to work for a living and the tyranny of
distance are probably to blame.

Thermals were plentiful with an inversion at 7 , 000'
and the flatlands again provided many low saves.
In spite of the talent there were no task finishers,
which was a disappointment for the patient locals
waiting at the Buangor Oval.

DAY 1- Maryborough Out and Return

Danny Scott (83km), John Pendry (80.5km) and Ian
Jarman (73.5km) almost made the course and totally
dominated their respective heats. Steve Stanwell
got burned by heat winner, Englishment Steve Gale,
when his navigation let him down on the outward
leg. Pilots scoring maximum points included Moyes,
Brothers Duncan, Brothers Daniel, Pendry, Scott,
Jarman, Powter, "Flash" Gordon , Dave Delay and
Gale. Now there were 6 pilots left with perfect
scores. The seeding system was working well.
The best pilots had already c leared away from th e
also-rans.

The day began with a pilots' briefing in the lounge
of the Buangor Pub . Phil Matthewson as Contest
Director hoped that we would all have a ripper time,
warned us of the fire danger and sent us up to the
Ben Nevis launch. The morning overcast had burnt
off and a mellow westerly wind and a fine cumulus
sky greeted us at take-off. Phil called a difficult
task: tailwind out to Maryboroudh and headwind
return to Amphitheatre, a total course length of
73kms.
Six pilots were unable to stay up and landed at
the bottom of the hill.
It was a small number
really, considering that 1,500' vertical doesn't
give a bloke too many bites at the cherry. However
most of the field enjoyed satisfying XC flights.
The clouds helped a lot today.
Eleven pilots
completed the task which is a credit to their skill
and sense of direction.
It is interesting that
navigation ability is becoming an important factor.
It can be a perplexingly difficult problem, expecially
on the flatlands.
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DAY 3 - Race to Snake Valley
The competition was accelerated today because the
top seeds had to fly each other for the first time.
The weather was holding nicely with a light to
moderate nor'wester providing some ridge lift at
launCh, taking the pressure off finding that
crucial first thermal.
Phil called a 53km race to
a colourful old goldmining hamlet by the name of
Snake Valley.

Ian Jarman lost his chance for first today , but won
a lot of respect for his sportsmanship.
He was very
wary about leaving the hill in the weak and fickle
bubbles .
The drift would have carried him low over
the trees on top of the plateau and h e elected to
wait for a stronger cycle .
It never came , and he
ended up at the bottom after ridge soaring the
marginal air for 2 hours. He zilched the round
because Percy and Shan e had had good flights, but
maintained that the round had to stand.

For the third day straight , pilots i n the right
place at the right time found the lift to be
strong and abundant .
I can personally testify
to a kite wrenching thermal at Mt Co l e , where I was
radically outclimbed by bits of grass , dead
leaves and thistle seeds . Phil read the weather
perfectly today because the task was exactl y tailwind . seventeen pilots made the goal which in
retrospect mean ' t it was a little short. Nonetheless, the day did a lot for the morale of many ,
including the author.

Those that were l eft on the hill witne ssed some
interesting weather about half an hour after
compe tition was canned .
The high, lenticular overcast broke for a little while, so Lord John and the
Brothers Danie l decided to go free flying.
They
rapidly wound up to 7 , 000 ' in the best th ermal I'd
seen flown all day. Twenty miles off to the south ,
a dust s quall marked the approach of a strong sea
breeze front.
A curtain of mammatus hung above it.
No doubt the trio felt intimidated by the threat of
turbulence, and they decided to pull the bar in and
land.
I can ' t help thinking that had they turned
north, they might have gone a very long way indeed.

There was now only one pilot with a perfect score .
Steve Moyes sneak ed in just 3 minutes a h ead of th e
Brothers Daniel to take the lead in the contest.
Other hot times for the course included Paul Kelly,
Kev McGuiness, Phil Merton and Stu Davies. The
heartbre aks we re the re too, such as Russell Duncan
and Danny Scott who went down the tube by failing to
make the goal.
The finishers and near finishers proceeded to
shatter the normal tranquility of a Monday afternoon
in Snake Valley Pub.
But what a neat idea it is go XC to a pub and have a party apres fly.
Mind
you - the aroma was pretty rich, and the sex rati o
was abysmal!

DAY 5 - Ash Wednesday
I regret to report that it was hellishly foul
weather today.
The wind started to rise from
the north at 10 am and within 4 hours it was off
the planet. The Wimmera started to blow its
soil badly .
It was blazingly hot and extremely
uncomfortable. That evening it became downright
frightening . Thick smoke began blowing through
th e area , reducing visibility to 50 yards.
The
air contained the cremated r emain s of half a
million sheep, ten thousand cattle and fourteen
human souls from massive fires in the SE of SA
and Weste rn Victoria.
The morning revea l ed that
the nation h ad s.uffe r ed a maj or disaster.

After 3 excellent rounds, the points spread looked
like this:
l.
2. )
2. )
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .

S
A
B
J
S
I
S
S
D
D

Moyes
Daniel
Daniel
Pendry
Powter
Jarman
Duncan
Gilmour
Meaney
Scott

3000
2988
2988
2964
2952
2920
2886
2688
2602
2564

DAY 6 - Bl own Out and Sombre

DAY 4 - The Wheels FallOff the Applecart

Like Steve Ruf fel s , th e fires affected me directly.
I drove back to help in th e assessment of burnt
stock , trying t o i magin e the worst damage a fir e
cou ld do .
The r eality was worse.

It was a diffi cu lt day for Phil because the weather
went weird on him before he cou l d get all the field
o ff th e hill.
It started out quite good actually,
sunny and north west .
As the day went on though,
th e wind str engthened and swung through west to
south, it went overcast and Ben Nevis became
unsoarable .

DAY 7 - Ted ' s Place
Its secondhand r epo rting, but Phil got th e rest
of Round 4 skybound today.
The wind was strong
from th e south , Mt Buangor was blown out and th e
contest was moved to a backup hill at Elmhurst .
It is a 600 ' high grassy slope that belongs to
a co- operative and friendly farmer called Ted
Moore, who graciously let u s fly from his property.

The day ' s task was a race to Burrumbeet and a few
pilots in the first four heats managed to scratch
up and head towards the goal. "Percy " Powter , Shane
Duncan , Steve Blenkinsop , " Flash " Go rdon and Gary
Fimeri made the best of pretty lousy air and all
logged good flights.
But by the time Heat 5 was
due to fly , conditions were uncontes tabl e .
It created a real dilemma for Phil , since he would
almost certainly have to waste a day to complete
th e remaining half of the round. He had to do t his
before he could construct a draw for Round 5 . He
made the decision to devalue the round to a maximum
of 600 points , which stirred the political tendencies
of a few.
Like I said, it was a tough day to be a
contest director.
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The day provided some surprises which proved
crucial to th e outcome of the competition. Th e
hottest heat con sisted of Pendr y , the Brothers
Daniel and Moyes. Alan Daniel did th e m all like
a dog's dinner , fl y ing 52kms in mediocre
conditions . Steve Moyes had made his on ly mistake ,
and would need luck to win it now.
Seve ral pilots had a fairly frustrating time of it ,
being unable to find thermals coherent enou gh to
work.
The strong wind was blowing the lift apart
and they elected to top land after hassling in the
rough and crowded ridge lift for 3 hours.

DAY 8 - Open Distance from Langi Ghiran

Ignoring the appeals of "no speech" from the rabble,
meet official Ian O'Neill rightly got up and thanked
the Victorian Forestry Commission for their fine work
in opening up the plateau to hang gliding. What
he failed to mention was that he has been the real
catalyst.
Ian has worked alone for 2 years on the
Mt Cole project, and I want to publicly express my
appreciation.

The weather had finally returned to normal and Phil
sent us up the 4 wheel drive goat track that led
to the Langi Ghiran launch. We hardly needed
reminding that there had been fires about, because
thick smoke was trapped below a low inversion at
5' 000' .
The day started working quite well and several
outstanding flights occurred, despite the shallow
and murky pond we were operating in. Bruce Daniel
broke everyone up when he quipped on CB that it was
like thermalling upside down.
It perfectly
described what it was like. You'd climb up through
this flithy brown cloud until hitting the sharp
inversion, above which was a crystal blue sky.

To Clint, John and all the other hard working
officials, thanks for a job well done.
Thanks to
the drivers, without which nothing would have been
possible. Finally, to Brian and Lori for putting
up with us for the week.
The perennial Steve Moyes slipped only momentarily
to take a well deserved third place, but the
night belonged to the Daniel Brothers. The happiest
bloke in the pub that night was Alan. Like his
brother, he has been right up there for years now
and is universally liked and respected. After an
indifferent result in the Buffalo Classic, everything
has fallen into place for him in the last month,
with back to back wins in the NZ and now the OZ
nationals.
It couldn't happen to a nicer bloke.
Its been a long time coming - Team Skywreck Rules.

Five pilots bettered 100kms for the day, including
Gilmour, Moyes, Scott and Dermot.
But honours go
to Ian Jarman who carved the flatland thermals for
6J., hours in a 133km flight to WarracknabeaI.
"Percy"
Powter and Pendry got the cane in their heat against
the now unstoppable Daniel Brothers, and Shane
Duncan was also routed in his heat.
John Murby and "Flash" Gordon, both flying in
their first competition, ripped again today.
Their
heat included Dermot and Jarzo, and between them they
accumulated a staggering 414kms.
It brought home to
me more than any other moment in the competition,
just how rapidly our sport has progressed.
Its
been phenomenal really.

THE RESULTS - 1983 NATIONALS
John was taken to court recently by our beloved DOA
for a 1200' height gain at a nearby site at
Ballarat. He was fined $400 and had to pay $100
court costs.
Its time we agitated for the law to
be changed.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I!.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2I.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3I.

DAY 9 - Race Acound the Plateau
The picturesque Langi Ghiran was selected as the
launch again. The weather was weaker than
yesterday, and Phil was a bit optimistic in calling
a race to the towns of Amphitheatre and Beaufort,
then back to Buangor. Due to the conditions, no
one made the second turnpoint.
Most pilots had 2
hour flights of between 20 and 30kms. Rick Martin
had a satisfying end to his competition with a
flight of 37.5kms, the best of the day.
Most interest centred on the heat consisting of the
Daniel Brothers, Moyes and Scott. Alan and Bruce
would have to slip badly now to blow it, and they
didn't.
They covered Moyes in an excellent tactical
flight, and the 3 ended up in the same paddock to
put the issue beyond doubt.
Stoked competitors began to assemble back at the
pub for a presentation barbi, courtesy of our
generous hosts, Brian and Lori.
The contest had
been successful (thanks Huey), and there had been
nothing but goodwill between the participants.
The usual congratulations are in order, firstly
to Phil Matthewson who managed the show efficiently
and selected good tasks. As they say in the
"Mash" classics Phil, it was a real test of your
leadershipmanship.

Daniel
Daniel
Moyes
Scott
Jarman
Pendry
Powter
Gilmour
Martin
Duncan
Gordon
Meaney
Blenkinsop
Merton
Davies
Cummings
Murby
Fimeri
Duncan
Kelly
0 Watkel
S Gale
N Cohen
P Cleland
M Delay
W Hill
D Delay
P Mollison
B Svens
H Summons
S Ruffels
K McGuiness
M Stoneham
H Walder
J Muehlibah
A
B
S
D
I
J
S
S
R
S
D
D
S
P
S
D
J
G
R
P

Probe
Probe
Missile
Probe
Missile GT
Magic
Probe
Missile
Probe
Missile
Probe
Missile
Probe
Magic
Missile
Meteor
Missile
Swift
Missile
Missile
Probe
Probe
Missile
Swift
Probe
Meteor
Probe
Missile
Meteor
Swift

5588
5501
5227
5121
4805
4735
4670
4608
4341
4337
4332
4227
4009
3955
3793
3710
3691
3488
3392
3258
3076
2975
2932
2844
2832
2775
2768
2677
2414
1930

THE FLYING NOSEPICK
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The Buffalo Cross Country Classic is the fore
front of Australian Hang Gliding .
The meteorological conditions over the Christmas/New Year
period are conducive to long cross country flying.
Although no records were set this year conditions
were still good , varying from overdevelopment into
thunderstorms, blue thermal days, no wind and
moderate winds. Many ot the best fliers in Australia
and some from overseas attended. By just being
in the company of these fliers, six months
experience can be gained in one week. This is what
I learnt or relearnt.

L
I
I
I

the take-off path further down the slope .
The wind was coming in from .left to right
about 10mph. The streamer on the left was
generally left to right, but the streamer
on the right was blowing straight up.
There were two crashes - one of them me on take-off caused by the sink or
turbulence behind the pines to the left
and most gliders dropped the left wing
on take-off.
There was cleaner air up
the top of the hill where the take-off
run would normally be started so that the
flier wou l d have enough speed to combat
the turbulence and clear the trees in
front of h im.
But fliers set up in the
take-off area. Not thinking how hard the
take-off was , I did not start from the
top and paid the penalty .
If conditions
are dicey, give yours el f ever y chance ,
or go to a better take-off as the
compe titi on ended up doing.
3.

Seeking Lift
a)

At Buffalo thi s was the traditional spot
for thermals but it did not always work
such as when it was in s hade of course,
or when the wind was blowing along the
fac e from west. The thermals then appeare d
to be more in the gorge or along the spur
east of take-off. Although if you got
high you always seemed to be able to stay
up above the mountain top.

o

N
I

b)

Equipment
You need a parachute. Seeing a parachute
deployed rammed that home.

2.

Launching Successfully
a)

Clip-In
Buffalo is notorious for pilots not
clipped in when taking off. Clip harness
to glider when setting up.
Then get into
harness and do a hang check immediately
prior to launch.

b)

c)

Signs of Thermals Elsewhere
Clouds forming over neighbouring peaks
told you that it was on over the mountains .
When there were no clouds it was a gamble
to leave Buffalo unless you saw a glider
circling up. Generally conditions were
best around 3.00pm, so if it was going to
come on, it was on b y then.

Launch Man 'Clear'
A few pilots launched as soon as the
launch assistant let go of the front wires.
He was knocked over once. Fortunately
he had a safety rope anchored to a rock
and did not go far.
The pilot managed
to clear the take-off somehow. One more
second is required for the launch man to
shout "clear" of the rigging before the
pilot starts his run.

c)

Don't Leave the Mountain Too Early
The mountain of granite heats up the air
faster than the surrounding countryside
during the morning. Also it has a head
start by being 3000' higher than the valley.
It does not have to heat up that 3000'
of air to have thermals above the top of
the mouritain.
The air over Buffalo (and
the surrounding high mountains) could reach
the dry adiabatic lapse rate two or more
hours before the surrounding areas.
One
day it was inverted around 6000' AMSL all
day, but on the peaks, thermals we re
reaching above 9500' AMSL.
Only two pilots
were lucky or skilled enough to fly some
distance.

Chris
McDonald.
1.

Rock Face

d)

Predicting Thermal Heights
Dennis Cummings did a temperature trace
whilst driving up the mountain each morning.
Based on the humidity and the forecast
maximum temperature etc, he was able to
predict when conditions would come on and
the maximum height of cloud base. Despite
the crude data he was generally correct
within 1000' and 1 hour of day.

Crosswind Shadow Launch
At Myrtleford Hill one day, the launch
was on the side of a spur between pine
trees abou t 10' high with pines across
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4.

Staying Up Cross Country
a)

b)

Downwind
Most of the rounds this year were downwind
so it was just a matter of staying airborne.
Grabbing lift where ever you could.
Some
areas were decidely much more stable than
others, especially Porepunkah Mountain on
the race day to Corryong.
It was a matter
of circling in zero or les s if it was
getting you closer to where you wanted to
go.

b)

This year as in previous years, it was best
to s tay high.
You could take advantage
of the drift up high and did not have to
contend with the valley winds.

6.

Going places
a)

Signs of Lift Nearby

b)

Scratching for Distance

7.

Sometimes you reached a ridge where the
ridge lift was insufficient to stay up.
Normally you would stay on the windward
side looking for a thermal. Competition
is different.
Do you go straight over
the back to gain another few kms, or
loose a few kms flying back out to a
landing? One flier even landed on top of
a hill rather than lose the distance he
had flown.
It gave him a higher placing
that day.
If you do go over the back (not
recommended) and you survive the rotor,
there is a slim chance of getting a lees ide
thermal depending on th e angle of the sun
and all that. One pilot found one. At
first he did not know whether it was rotor
or not, but the black hole beneath him
looked an ideal thermal generator, so he
took the risk. After a rough and ready few
minutes he got spat out, but the height
he gained was suffici ent to scrape to the
next thermal source.
5.

Winning
a)

Rules and Map
Knowing the rules and having a map on the
glider with corridors marked was important
this year. Pilots were penalised for
landing outside the approved corridor.
Jars had a different prepared map for each
route. Others hurriedly prepared maps
during the briefing and taped them to the
control bars.
That was better than nothing
but something like a motorists association
strip map on a scroll is required.

b)

Ground Crew
If you bombed out you could get a quick
ride back to the take-off. You got picked
up quickly and did not have to shelter
in mail boxes.
You had a burger and a
cool drink as soon as the vehicle
arrived - thanks Pete!
Some of the team
fliers got valley wind speeds and
navigation assistance from their pick- up
drivers.

Staying High
a)

Height is Precious
Some of the sink encountered soon unwound
the altimeter.
Usually you could not be
satisfied with the sink you were in unless
you were approaching someone screaming up
in a thermal or you were very confident
of your next thermal source. By varying
your course slightly you could find less
sink. Even though you flew a little further,
it would be more economical on height.
If you veered right and the sink was
worse, you veered left.
If another glider
was not sinking as much, you moved over
towards it.

Ridge Soaring
There was good old ridge lift which could
keep you up while waiting for a thermal.
You could even gain a few kms ridge soaring
the eastern wall of the Kiewa Valley.
If
you were ridge soaring a small hill and the
lift dies for no apparent reason, it was
probably a thermal breaking off out front
going straight up and drawing air off the
ridge. When this happened you moved out
from the ridge to search for the likely
thermal.

d)

Enough Height to Reach Next Thermal
To go distance you had to hang around in
the areas of lift until you had enough
height to reach the next logical source
of lift at an adequate height.
If you
did not, you soon bombed out. When
circ ling up you must be searching for the
next thermal source so you can judge when
you are high enough. You had to be patient.
If you did not get high enough, you had to
search the immediate vicinity for more
lift before pushing on.

Flying with a few kites made it easier to
locate lift. Birds, father christmas seeds
'pine fresh' smell and turbulence were a l l '
signs of lift. When close to the ground
the trusty farmer ploughing his paddock
was worth a try, trees raging in one spot
while the surrounds were relatively calm.
I saw a group of pine trees bending around
in a circle as if disturbed by a willy willy.
~)

No Valley Winds

c)

Better Lift up High

Endurance
On most days flight times of the five
hours were recorded so you must be fit
enough to fly that long each day and be
able to fly just as well at the end.
In fact you have to try harder at the end
if you are going to win because that is
what separates the men from the boys.

The higher you got the better the lift.
On weaker days the lift was not good until
you were over the peaks.
If you got up
high, but lost the lift, then searched for
it again you could generally find it and
gain another thousand feet on blue days.
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d)

Thermal conditions remained till after
7 pm on most days . This was surprising
for us coasta l fliers whose flying is
normally curtai l ed at 3 - 4pm by the sea
breeze.
Climb Efficiently

distorted by the ' 81 mail strike mentioned above
but it does suggest that the hang gliding
movement has a large intake of new pilots every
year, most of whom get discouraged and drop out.
Next year their place is taken by another batch
of hopefuls until they too drop out .

You must be able to get up from down low
as this gives you a second chance if you
make the wrong deci sion.
This year being
able to c limb fast in thermals and rac e
was not that import a nt (for us losers
anyway) , as goals were not attai ned by
the majority of the field.
I think next
year goals will be r eached and the
ability to race will become more important.
Thus practising t o centre and climb fa st
in thermals will be this year's priority .

The rating distribution also suggests that there
is a hard core of experienced pi l ots, a large pool
of new pi lots , and not much in between .
In Tabl e
2 , the pi lots with 0 rating are mainly new members
although this category also includes pilots for
whom we have no rating information.
Another point to bear i n mind is that many State
Associations do not update the rating information
so this information is bound to be a bit out of
date.

CHRIS MACDONALD

If new pilots joined at the bottom and gradually
worked their way through the ratings, with a few
dropping out at each level, the rating distribution
should be like a pyramid with fewer members at
the higher ratings.
Instead, we find that better
than 1 in 4 pilots have a Hang IV or above while
3 members in 10 have no rating (ie. they have just
joined). Ratings 1 through 111 share the remaining
members about equally, although none of these
categories can match the Hang IV numbers.

HANG GLIDING STATS - OR, ARE THEY STILL
LIVING TOGETHER?

These figures suggest that the hang gliding
community is unable, or unwilling, to keep the new
blood pumping through the system. Perhaps the
sudden rash of hang gliding schools will assist in
maintaining interest amongst the lower ratings. On
the other hand , it is to the direct financial
interest of all Hang Gliding Associations to put
a lot more effort into encouraging new members to
stay on .
If Hang gliding does in fact lose about
800 new pilots every year, then it forgoes
something like $30 , 000 in revenue, at today's
rates, every single year:

As well as being a hang glider pilot , I run the
computer agency which handles the HGFA membership.
The mundane part of the job is running off Skysailor
wrappers, membership cards and so on, but every
year I go through the membership register and
see what interesting bits of statistical information
I can get out of it. The following numbers
popped out of the 1982 register and they seemed
interesting enough to warrant a little article.
1982 was not a good year for HGFA in terms of
number of members. For the first time in 4 year s ,
the total membership actually declined. The
numbers were about 6% below expectation which, for
one thing, represents a gross revenue loss of about
$1700.
I think that this is a result of the postal
strike at Christmas 1981 which led to a large number
of renewals being simply lost.
It seems that many of
the pilots whose renewals were lost did not send in
another one.
The evidence for this view is that
the list of non-renewed members in 1982 reads lik e
a who ' s Who of Hang Gliding; it is difficult to
believe that all these top pilots quit hang gliding
en ma sse.

Number
% Increase

1979

1980

1981

1982

1135

1188

1251

1232

+4.67

+5.3

-1. 52

TABLE 1 - Total Membership by Year

One very interesting number to drop out of the
computer was that of the 1251 members who joined
in 1981, 851 did not rejoin: That is, the membership
in 1982 consisted of 400 renewing members and 832
~rand new members.
This situation is probably
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Hang gliding is still very much a man's sport
although the percentage of women is slowly
increasing.
This may be due to better collection
of information or it may represent a genuine
increase. Nevertheless, the percentage of women
pilots is tiny and it is a bit of a puzzle why
there are not more female pilots since about 15 %
of Short Term Members are female but only about 4%
of full members are female.
(As a purely anecdotal
aside, 100% of the half dozen or so women pilots I
know have had accidents that required medical or
hospital treatment. Could it be that women are
more prone to accidents in hang gliding, and know
it, and so stay out of the sport? Or is it that
the standard kite is too big and heavy for women?
I think some positive action is required to assist
women in the sport) .
At the last count , over 900 people have taken
advantage of the Short Term Membership scheme
since its inception.
Most of these have come
through hang gliding schools which indicates that
the schools seem to be taking the requirement of
"legal and insured " seriously. It is not known how
many of these STM ' s become full members (certainly
the femals don't), but when a STM lapses, the
potential member is sent an application form and
a recent Skysailor to encourage him to join.

Rating

NSW

ACT

VIC

QLD

SA

WA

TAS

0
1
2
3
4
5

151
73
94
108
108
41

23
3
5
6
6
0

76
32
26
22
56
8

56
30
40
32
47
6

17
17
6
6
22
8

33
9
12
7
17
8

7
2
4
3
5
0

575

43

220

211

76

86

21

%

29.46
13.47
15.18
14.94
21.19
5.76

I

TABLE 2 - Distribution of ratings in numbers of members. Also shown is
the total 1982 membership for each State and the percentage of the total
membership each rating represents.

Finally, a word about the way my agency handles
HGFA's membership requirements.
In a typical month,
the administrator will gather together all the new
applications, renewals, change of address etc. during
the month and send them to me in the first week
of the new month.
I receive all this material on
the first Friday of the month and print all the
Skysailor wrappers, membership cards and mailing
labels, and membership lists for the State
Associations. On Monday, the wrappers are sent
to the printers and Skysailor is mailed that day.
~he cards are sent by messenger to the administrator
STM
Number
%

11

14.7

NSW
27
4.7

ACT

VIC

I

so that they arrive on his desk on the Tuesday,
from where they are sent out to the new members.
There may be minor variations in this procedure
from month to month but new or renewing members
can expect to wait for 2 to 6 weeks for their
membership cards, depending on what time of the
month they were sent in. No-one should have to
wait longer than 8 weeks for their cards to come
back.
DENNIS GLEN WHITE II
QLD

SA

WA

TAS

TOTAL

2

4

6

3

5

1

59

4.7

1.8

2.8

4.0

5.8

4.8

4.8

ITABLE 3 - Number of female pilots. Note that percentages are percentage
of female pilots for the indicated membership category.

I

AVTRONICS introduce their NEW INSTRUMENT PACK, for the Australian summer soaring season.
All the features that you asked for.
Vario - Optimum response time as a result of flight test -optimum range to elimminate
range switching.
Audio - New high efficiency audio for low current drain. Low current drain runs from 9v
dry batteries - stand-by battery provision - can also use rechargeables.
Larger digital Altimeter display - reads 10 foot increments to 20000 feet.
Mounting by captive bolt - suits any mounting arm.
Designed and manufactured in Australia. 12 months warranty.
Not just "Factory Authorized" service but Factory service in Australia.
Forward your Bank Cheque or money order for Immediate delivery to:Avtronics.
P.O.Box 656.
Gawler S.A. 5118
Phone 085 224210 or 085 246249
Genuine dealer enquiries welcome.{Orders against personal
Price $525 +$11
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on clearance)

From the Safety
Director:
173 Bronte Road , Waverley, 2024 , (02) 3875114

~ve

are

To prove that flying in unsuitable conditions can
be dangerous , a pilot flying at F laxton in QLD was
hospitalised for 8 days , substantially damaged his
EF5 glider and des t royed his vario and a ltimeter
when flying in gusty condi tions and 20 - 25 knot winds.
An " on top" landing was attempted in these conditions.
Th e pi l ot flew into a severe rotor and when out of
control , threw his parachute and was dragged 100m
along the ground whe n h e landed . Th e pi lot was
rated H5 with 7 years flying expe ri ence .

have 10 second hand gliders to sell ! They
G~e

gliders that the factory pilots flew

at Buffalo .
1 x Missile 180
Emerald green and gold, yarn tempered cloth

Two serious accidents were reported duri ng the last
month where structural failure of th e gliders was
involved.

flown 5 times ............••.•...... $1400 .00
1 x Missile 180

One verbal r eport from QLD indicated that the l eading
edge of a Mega 2 glider failed during an attempted
looping manoeuvre. Acrobatic flying should
perhaps no t be attempted unless the gliders are
modified and strengthened and the pi l ot possesses
th e required ski ll.
Even then, the forces that can
be exerted on the various components of the glider
during these manoeuvres can be greater than the
structure can handle . The pilot is on his own if
he deliberately exceeds the manufacturer's
specification for flying manoeuvres . Perhaps these
pilots concur with Otto Lillianthals last words "sacrifices have to be made", but unfortunately
it does not improve the image of the sport when
th ese sac rifi ces are made .

Dark blue and white, sandwich cloth flown by
Phil !-latthewson at Buffalo .....••••. $1450.00
1 x Missile 180 Prototype
Blue, yellow and white, neoprene tips and
handles vvell .••.•...••..•....•.••••. $ 750.00
1 x Missile 180
Orange , black and >mite ...•....•.... $1300.00
1 x Missile 180
Red and White ••.•.•.•...•....•..•••. $1300.00

The other report involved a Swift g lider .· It
appe ars that no unusual manoeuvres were carri ed
out and yet the glider's keel broke with near
tragic results. A comprehensive report is in c l uded
in this issue.

The following gliders vvere traded in on new
Missiles •.....
1 x Meteor 190
Red, black and white, Rob DeGroot flevl this

In the design of most gliders, the harness suspension
point is at the attachment point of th e A frame.
However if th e s uspension point is moved forwar d
on the keel, an increasing bending momen t may b e
appli e d to the keel, which in some designs is
already subjected to a large c ompression force by
the crossbar tensioning system.
The situation is
then further aggravated if a hole is drilled
through the keel, thus weakening it, to hold th e
suspension strap in place.

glider 157 miles .....••.•..•..•...•. $ 900.00
1 x Meteor 170
Red, black and yellow .•••..•.••••.•• $ 700.00
1 x SWift 170
Orange, red and black •••.•••••.•.••• $ 700.00
1 x SWift 170
Whi te and brown •.•..•••..••••••••... $ 800.00

The use of "French Connections" can also move th e
bending force forward on the keel and it should
perhaps be recommended that under thes e conditions,
the keel should be reinforced by sleeving which
should extend well past the point of the harness /
"French Connection" s uspension point. Maybe th e
keel should be redesigned and tested to e nsure that
unde r these conditions it will not fail.

1 x Caret 165
Red, white and blue ••••••••••••••.•• $ 850.00
All gliders have been test flown and in good
flying condition.

ULRICH KOSMER
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On the Australia Day weekend, I had been invited
by Tim Webb and Brett Freebody to go flying with
them at Mt Talbingo.
I tried to create some
enthus iasm amongst pilots at Stanwell, but with
no success.
In retrospect that was probably a
good thing.

Keran Tapsell.
On the Saturday afternoon we flew at Argalong, near
Tumut with local pilots John Walmsley and Mick
Cullen. Then on Sunday we went off to Talbingo.
Tim Webb managed to fly 82 kms from Talbingo to
past Gundagai and it was quite an enjoyab l e time.
On the Monday we again went to Talbingo and the
conditions appeared to be excellent .
There were
light thermals coming up the face and according
to the fire lookout on top of the mountain near
the take-off, they were measuring between 6 & 18 kph.
Talbingo is 4200 ' ASL and 3000' above the valley and
is substantially a vertical face, not unlike Mt
Buffalo, except the rock there is not rounded granite,
but very sharp red outcrops. To the right of th e
take-off area, the mountain slopes down very steeply
for a couple of hundred feet and then drops off for
a 1000 foot sheer cliff. The take-off appears to me
to be better than Mt Buffalo, provided the wind is
square on and none of us had any difficulty on takeoff.
Tim Webb took off first, and I followed soon after.
I began to catch some small bubbles.
They were a
bit rough at times, but nothing worse than what I
had experienced at Mt Buffalo in the Xmas/New Year
period.
The lift and sink was 200 to 300' per
minute, up or down.
Brett Freebody took off next
and he and Tim went out away from the mountain to
try lift in the valley.
It appeared there was none
and they began sinking out.
I decided to stay around
the mountain. At one time I was down at the height
of the mountain , so I decided to go to the right of
the take-off area.
I found a reasonable thermal
there, about 150-250' per minute up.
I found I
could turn in it but it was a bit uneven . By this
time, Brett and Tim had landed in the field near the
Power Station and John Walmsley had still not taken
off.
I had been in the air some 15-20 minutes trying to
find the core.
I would have been doing about 20-25
mph .
I was conscious of the fact that the lift was
uneven and I didn ' t want to put myself into a gust
stall, b ut I also didn't want to bomb out by flying
too fast.
It was about 1.30pm and the sun was just starting
to heat up the face.
I was about 200 ' above the top
of the northern side of the mountain when I felt a
voilent lift under my left wing. The A frame was
jerked away from me, upwards and to the left.
I
did not let go , nor did I hear anything snap.
I was
then thrown forward and remember looking at the
ground weight l ess.
I didn ' t hit the top of the A
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Photo Val Wallington.

frame or keel, nor do I remember the harness taking
up savage l y after I went weightless.
I knew I was
in trouble and thought I must have been about to
tuck.
It didn't occur to me at the time that my
glider was in the process of folding up - I never
went upside down nor did I fall into the sail .
I
was spinning and falling rapidly - underneath the
glider at all times.
I grabbed for my parachute,
pulled it out and threw it to my right and upwards .
I was very pleased with the quickness with which
I got the chute out. All those years of putting
my harness up in the lounge room and throwing the
chute across the other side of the room before each
repack has been useful after all. The chute had
been repacked a month before by Paul Breeze, a
certified packer from Stanwell.
I must have been falling pretty fast, as I saw the
bag float almost vertically upwards , and then pop open.
It was a beautiful sight.
I remember feeling
jubilant seeing it above me. My jubilation turned
quickly to pain as I felt my right shoulder blade
shatter on the side of the mountain , on a rocky
outcrop .
I then bounced off that and fell into
another ledge about 10' below. It was covered with
tea tree.
I knew I was hurt .
I looked up and saw
the parachute billowing in the wind. The glider
was beside me.
My parachute line runs from underneath the cocoon
harness, up one of the straps to the carabiner.
It
is also fixed to the main harness strap with some
mountain climbing rope. ·To stop the chute line
waving about in the wind I had taped it to one of
the straps of the harness with some e l ectrical tape.
There were four pieces of tape about four inches
apart . Whi l e I was lying in the scrub, I noticed
that two of the pieces of the tape were missing, but
two of them were intact. Consequently , the chute
must have just been stretching when I ploughed in.

I lay there for a while , knowing that my shoulder
was injured.
I could feel the bones scraping
together in the shoulder blade. The wind started to
blow the glider about , and the chute was still
billowing up the mountain in the lift.
I knew I
was safe where I was, but I also knew there were
some sheet cliffs about and I didn ' t want to be
blown down again .
Later on they told me that I was
only 12' from another 1000' drop . The chute may very
well have stopped me and the glider bouncing over
that.
I struggled with the harness for quite a while, with
my shoulder bones scraping and grinding away.
I then
started to wonder what other damage I might have done
to myself.
I felt my back and legs and they were
find .
I had not l ost consciousness at any time.
There were sticks sticking out of my face and near my
eye , but I cou ld see . My bottom right chest felt as
if it had caved in - there was certainly an
indentation there . My vario was screaming "up".
For whom the vario tolls? At l eas t it was scr eaming
"up ".
It might have been more scary if it was on
cons tant sink alarm.
I sat and waited for signs of
some horribl e internal injury to show, like blood
in the mouth or loss of consciousness, but it
didn't happen.
Tim Webb came over the radio:
" Kieran , are you alright?".
Repeat , r epeat.
I
wanted to get to th e radio to reassure them, but
I couldn't move .
Th en John Walmsley put his head over th e boulder and
said "Are you OK? ".
I grunted " yes ". He yel l ed out
"Hooray , you beaut y ".
It was great to have company.
Kate Go l sby came down and nursed me in h e r arms,
dabbing my face with a wet rag and giving me wat er .
John p ull ed the wings of the glider to protect me
from the sun and put my arm in s ling from his fir st
aid kit and pulled the sticks out of my face .
We were there for about half an hour, about 300 ' down
from the top of the mountain , trying to crack
jokes.
It was only then that I learned that my
g lider had folded up , with the tips of both wings
about 10' apart, and wildly spinning. When it
first happened , I immediately thought that I was
about to tuck . What e l se could it be? But I knew
I never went upside down, no r fell into the sai l.
The r escue service and ambulance arrived .
It was
grea t to see more friendly and s miling faces.
Th ey
strapped me to a stretcher and inched me up the
mountain. A couple of times I looked down and was
horrified by the s lope .
It was covered in small
tea tree .
I thought it best to lie back and relax.

a piece of old copper sheeting , and slammed it
into the backs of her le gs , lacerating them to the
bone .
I would like to be ab l e to confess that it was all
my fault.
Accidents caused by pi lot error are
comforting to other pilots . Human error can always
be avoided.
But I can ' t truthfully do that. My
glider was about 18 months old , a Swift 190.
It had
a fair bit of use but mostly in smooth coastal air.
It had never had a stack .
It did have the odd rough
top landing that everyone has from time to time at
Stanwell.
I had never broken or bent a leading
edge or A frame.
Just prior to going to Buffalo a
month earl i er, I had Rick Martin check it for dings,
dents , wear and tear. Apart from some minor things
like bat t ens wearing the sai l, it had a clean bill
of health.
It appears that my keel collapsed in the air.
I wil l
If
l eave to the expe rts the reasons why it did.
remedies can be found to p r even t it happening again,
it won't have been a completely useless experience .
But I don ' t like the idea of there being maverick
thermals around which can break up any glider,
pa rticularly when the conditions appeared to be so
moderate .
If I had been a little further out from the mountain ,
I may not have even ended up in hospital , but then
again , the chute may have ripped itse lf apart on some
of thos e sharp outcrops further down, if I ended
up scraping down close to the cliff .
I am qui t e
happy to settle for what I got.
I am particularly grateful to John and Joan Walmsley,
Mick Cull en , Tim Webb , Brett and Kate for their help
and kindness at the scene and afterwards , and to
the local Hospital and e me rgency services (no
demarcation disputes down this way) . For me it was
a harrowing expe rience.
I had fallen very quickly
about 400 ' from above th e tope of a 3000 ' mo s tly
vertical mountain.
That was the first time I had
brushed so c los e to the Grim Reaper.
I ' ve had my
scares before , but nothing like that.
Whilst l y ing in bed, recovering in Tumut Hospital,
I couldn't help thinking of the ep itaph which Yeats
had wri tten for his own tombstone:
Cast a co ld eye
On Life , on Death ,
Horseman pass by .
The Horseman did indeed pass me by on Mt Talbingo.

Some four and a half hours after it all happened ,
I was in Tumut Hospital with a broken scapula, two
broken ribs and a bruised kidney. My Doctor told me
that I was very lucky and that the type of break
to my scapula is normally associated with very
severe spinal injuries.
The staff at the Hospital started to call me
"Lazarus" which I hope was a reference to the
fact that Lazarus rose from the dead, rather than
to the fact that after 3 days he stanketh.
I wasn't the only victim of a the rmal there. Another
patient was s tanding on the shores of the n ear
em~ty _ Lake Blowering when a dust devil picked up
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(Note: After discussing the incident with others
the hieght Keran decended is in dispute and maybe from 200 to 400 feet. Ed.)

Next I analysed the structure to try and determine
the "g" loading which the kite could withstand .
For the engineers amongst you , I used Clapeyrans
Equation on the beam shown below.

On 31 January I was preparing to launch from
Mt Talbingo when a scream made me look skyward .
To my horror Kie ran was falling r apidly ear thward
wi th his wings folded above him.
Why did i t happen?
Could i t happen t o you or even me? He is very
lucky to be alive.
Since I fly the same kite as Kieran, and being a
Mechanical Engineer, I decided to find out why
th e kite crashed .
Th e r e were o nly three major
parts damaged - th e kee l was sharply bent before
and afte r th e A Frame , the ki ng post was bent
double and the small post on the rear o f th e
sail wa s also bent. All wires and bolts were
intact, although the batten s near th e centre of
the wing were badly bent.

Obviously all structural analysi s involves
simp lifying the real structure until equation s can
b e u sed to calculate the stre sses .
I hope that the
simp lified s tructur e I u sed gives s tresses near
enough to r e ality to be useful.

built a mode l of the kite with hinges at the
points where the structure failed.
As far as I
can tell, the only possible e xplanation for the
"fold up" is that a very strong thermal caused
l oads on th e structure which in turn, caused the
rear end of the keel to collapse .
As the r e ar of
the keel bent upwards, the front bent downward s
and the keel became "shorter".
This shortening
allowed the spreader to move forward, and with
the wings narrowed, they folded upwards.
Somewhere
during this fold up, the king post was being pushed
sideways by the sail, a s the thermal was off centre,
and a further compressive l oad due to the folding
keel brought the king post down - (either that or
the king post failed on impact).
I

Without a wi nd tunnel, the load in the wires can
on ly be es timated, especially since we have no
idea of the angle of attack the th e rmal caused
th e kite to have. All I can assume i s that the
angle of attack was very high, and on that basis,
I assumed that the rear wires would support a
maximum vertical load of one quarte r the pilots
weight.
Load W can be calculated from load P by taking
moments about the centre of gravity.
Clapeyrans
equation is then used to calculate the reactions
at each of the supports A,B,C.
Once the r e act ions
are known, the bending moment diagram can be drawn.
The stresses in the keel are calculated using the
tubing sizes and the bending moment at each point
along the keel.
The front of Kieran's kee l was 44mm tubing and the
rear was 30mm tubing. His hang point was 180mm (7")
ahead of the A frame.
Kieran and harness weighs
1851bs.

the folded keel

Results of Calculations
Position of
Break

Rear Keel
Tube Dia.

"G" Load at
Failure
(1751b Pilot)

7" in front
of A Frame

40mm

2.8

2.

On A Frame

40mm

4.1

33" behind
A frame

3.

On A Frame

44mm

5.1

33" behind
A Frame

Hang Point
position

1.

18" behind

A Frame
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The most important conclusion from these numbers
is not the absolute value of the "g" forces, since
the aerodynamic load was a guess, but the ratio
between them for different hang point positions
and keel tube diameters.
Most kites of the type flown by Kieran have the hang
point on the A frame, but by installing a "French
Connection" this can be changed during flight . Unless
the keel is strengthened, I regard this as a dangerous
practice .
Recommendations
1.

Replace the front 33mm tube with a full length
44mm tube.
If the 40mm tube at the rear is
left in place, the keel will be very strong,
but the kite will be 13/ 4 lb heavier and the
hang point will need to be moved J..t" forward.

2.

Strengthening the sail post and its support
systems may also be worthwhile.

THOUGHTS

3.

Check that your kite is fitted with a double
sleeved or thick walled king post.
28mm outer
diameter x 3mm wall thickness would be a
good precaution, especially in a tumble.

I was cruising down the back ridge the other day,
wings spread wide, trimmed for min sink, looking
for a plump juicy young rabbit when I saw the
shadow of one of those stupid "birds" again.

Addendum

I would give one of my tail feathers to know what
they do with their "catch" . They never seem to eat
them, because whenever they land they let their
catch go. And they always take-off and land at
the same spot; maybe its some form of mating
ritual? Could be , because the other day when the
lift dropped off they all tried to land at once
and some of them mated instead .

For the critics who think that the spreader
retaining wire could buckle the keel, the load in
this wire is roughly 1301b at 6 g's. The buckling
load of a 30mm keel pin jointed at the ends but
without sideways force, is 27701b. However the
retaining wire would keep the keel collapsing
once it started to break.

What was that?
JOHN WALMSLEY
I thought I saw something move down there , behind
that small bush.
I'll just hover a while and check
it out - I'm sure that something is moving there Screech - Agh: - Shit:*? That was close.
I
forgot about that stupid dodo bird and it turned
back towards the ridge, nearly blowing me out of
the sky.
If I hadn't instinctively dropped into
a reversal, I would be history.
That's pretty
strange actually; they haven't attacked me before.
In fact they are pretty useless as far as birds
go.
They can do three-sixties and chandelles,
but not much else. Actually, the only time that
I saw one of them try to flap its wings, it fell
from the sky and some of the things it catches
came and put it in a bag. Sort of like a moth
going back into a cocoon.

ARE YOU GETTING YOUR SKYSAILOR???
The magazine comes out very regularly each
month at about the middle of the month. If
you don't get yours, let us know right away.
Our policy is that if the post office returns
your copy to us (because you moved or someone
sent it back, etc.), we strike you off of the
mailing list until we hear from you with a
new address. This way we save the postage
and the waste of sending them out and having
them returned for months. But it also means
that the sooner that you tell us about your
change of address the sooner you'll get the
magazine again. Don't wait for us to find
out your new address by telepathy and then
complain that you didn't get your magazine
for six months like several pilots did
recently.

Come to think of it, I have never even seen one
dive down and pick up a meal; I wonder if they
ever ea t - probably not, they are so thin - just
skin and bone: And they have the weirdest cry "GOFERIT" - or something like that. Anyway they
had best keep their moroni c shadows away from my
hunting grounds or I'll peck th eir eyes out - if
I can find them:
Woops, there's that thing moving again.
it's a p lump young rabbit.

I do hope

BOB RUSSEL-BROWN
5/23 Villiers St
MT YOKINE WA 6060

.
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Who do you think keeps the peace, pours oil over
the troubled waters of discontent when some selfcentred , self-abused , feehle-minded cretin with
a hang glider decides he personally has a right to
fly in controlled airspace and within micro-seconds
of time we are deluged with phone calls from the
Police, DOA, newspapers, Women 's Monthly, all
saying "What the ..... do you think you 're doing"
and threatening to cut our balls off with a
gangrenous meat cleaver if we don't regulate our
sport properly.

Greetings Fellow NSW Divers,
After the shock resignation of our indomitable
1982 Skysailor columnist and writer of wrongs,
Captain Raymondo, so that he could follow his
chosen literary career writing monosyllabic
scripts for a porno video company in Newtown, the
mystery surrounding his preoccupation with sending
monthly NSW reports to Skysailor in unmarked brown
paper bags was suddenly unravelled.
I had construed the strange glint in Captain
Raymondo's eye when looking at newly pubescent
schoolgirls as a strange paternal need for
children (not many people know of Ray's operation),
but now I suspect something slightly more labial.
Anyway, possums, the main reason for this garbage
is twofold, firstly to thank Ray Firth for
injecting some badly needed colour and humour into
the previously dank and dusty columns of the NSW
Association pages of Skusailor .
May his prose stand
as a monolith of literary brilliance and imagination
for successive NSW Association writers to grovel under ,
genuflect beside, or urinate against. Yes, NSW
divers in the 21st Century may speak of Captain
Raymondo's writings in hushed and r everent tones they might even erect an ithyphallic monument,
nay, monolith, right beside Laurie Hargrave's at
Stannie Park!!
Ray , cob, you done good. I never ever used to read
more than the first sentence of those association
pages.
In fact I was convinced that the same
paragraphs were printed every month, but in a
different order, just to fill up the pages of
Skysailor ..... and secondly, (you'd forgotten hadn't
you), because I want a job with the same porno
video company.

Perhaps I exaggerate slightly. But we do have to
deal with lots of, to you perhaps, trivial matters.
We seem to be insulted more than applauded.
Just
remember that without a committee , hang gliding
would degenerate and fall apart - the Govt. would
step in and either regulate or ban hang gliding,
as it did in Italy. So back us up when we ask your
opinion about certification , or competitions or
whatever. Be concerned. We are only six , less
than perfect people, trying to make the correct
decisions for 600, less than perfect, pilots.

They're back in stock II
DENNIS PAGEN BOOKS

* Hang Gliding and Flying Skills
* Flying Conditions: Micrometeorology
for Pil ots

* Hang Gliding for Advanced Pilots
NOW AVAILABLE!
Price per Book - $9.00 plus postage.
Price per set (3) - $25.00 plus postage.
Unfortunately the price increases are due to
shipping costs, etc.

As you mayor may not know, NSWHGA has a
committee comprised of dole bludgers, derelicts,
dropouts and deviants.

Do we need a committee you might ask?
Bloody right we do.

BE EARLY AVOID THE RUSH!
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Enouth of the presidential procrastination, let me
introduce you to this year ' s devoted masochists:
PHIL MATHEWSON

THE SYDNEY (OR NEWCASTLE) CUP CHALLENGE

President , old hang gliding
s uperstar and giver of l o lli es
to schoolgi rl s in Hyde Park.

JANE WATSON

Treasurer, tumble-teste r for 150's
at the Moyes Factory and does
things with food that would keep
a porno video company in profits
for a decade.

ROBYN FARQUHAR

Secretary, internationa lly
acclaimed coiffeurist who armed
with on ly comb, scissors and
conditioner gives head-jobs t o
schoolboys in Stanwe ll Park.

CLYDE FARQUHAR

The first of th e two competitions wi ll tentatively
take place at Stanwell Park on th e weekend o f March
26 ,27, so the emphasis will be on ridge raci ng.
The second part in the Newcastle area will be
Open Distance, thus maintaining the equilibrium
between thermalling and racing - good practice
for an Australian team or for potential NSW team
pilots.

Se lf- sty l ed entrepreneur
extraordinair , han g gliding
tycoon and potential zillionaire.
Also Safety and Training Officer
specia lising in giving lollie s to
schoolboys in Stanwell Park.

SCOTT BERRY

Competitions Officer, bronzed and
practicing the techniques of
Picasso and Casanova.
Reads
Marquis de Sade comics avidly.
Does strange things with Cadbury's
Flake and brown paper bags.
\

BRUCE CUNNINGHAM

March 1983 hera l ds the start of a g r eat new
annual event.
A compe titi on between the best fli ers
of the Newcastle area and the best from the Sydney
area.
It will be scor ed on a team basis rather
than an individual basis. Thus th e team may stand
or fallon the merits of their leas t experienced
pilots rath e r than relying on the exper ti se o f
their hardy perennials.

HGFA Co-ordinator for NSW, give r
of lollies to schoolgirls on 747's
and selected parks in Australasia.
Flies jumbo's and tears heads off
kangaroos in his spare time. The
only sensible person on the
committee .

The victors will receive a cup filled with the
asr.2 S of an old 90 0 nose-angle sail, kindly
donated by the Moyes Factory.
Previous to the
sacrificial burning (only slightly carcenogenic),
the team leader of the winning city will fly the
900 glider from the top of the hill. This too may
become an annual event so we can remember just how
far we have progressed in such a short time.
Choose your team of 15 mullet heads Newcastle,
Sydney are going to smoke you like one of Clive
Gilmour's chooks:
PHIL MATHEWSON
NSW President

The fat e of hang gliding in 1983 for NSW is in
their digital appendages. Support them (even if you
only send lollies of kangaroos).
I'll have to go now. Th e r e ' s two men with a
buttonless white coat waiting to tak e me away,
ha ha.
PHIL MATHEWSON
El Presidente

I'm also enclosing some photos of
a guy called Brett who is a quadriplegic
(in a car accident), who was taken twoup by Colin Rushton at Lennox Head at
Christmas . It could be quite newsworthy .
I don't know if anyone has taken a quadripl egic two-up before.
It could even
be a first. ...... Val Wallington.
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SAFETY OFFICER LIST FOR NEW SOUTH WALES
Currently these are the only SO ' s in NSW.
If you
were a Safety Officer and are not on the list,
the reason is your membership for 1983 does not
show on the latest computer print out, and ther e f o re
you are required to reapply for the position as a
Safety Officer.
We need in NSW, more Safety
Officers especially at Stanwell Park.
If you are
responsible, H3 or above, and flying regularly we
need you as a Safety Officer .
SO No.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
14.
15 .
16.
18.
19.
20 .
22.
24.
26 .
27 .
28.
34.
36.

41.
50.
52.
53.
55.
57 .
60.

61.
62.
63.

64.
67.
68.
70.
73.
76.

77.
81.
83.

84.
85.
87,
89.
90 .

91.

Name
B Silver
M Berry
S Berry
R Duncan
Russe ll Duncan
S Duncan
K Duncan
C McDonald
S Kenworthy
P Mollison
R Arnett
I Hird
K Smith
B White
G Wilson
C Farquhar
L Jones
C Boyce
P Hough
B Barcham
G Woodward
W Collison
J Walmsley
E Klemens
S Moyes
R Stevens
B Barnes
D Cummings
C Brandon
C Worth
I Jarman
D Julian
R Martin
K Tapsell
R Salter
G Tanner
P Thompson
P Mathewson
F Brooks
BRushton
B Cheesman
P Morris
o Massa
D Biasiol
S Wurz
A Daniels

Area
H4
H3
H3
H5
HS
HS
H4
HS
HS
HS
H4
H4
HS
HS
H4
HS
HS
HS
H4
H4
HS
HS
HS
H3
H4
H4
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS
H4
HS
H4
H4
H4
H4
HS
HS
HS
H4
HS
H4
H4
H3
HS

Sydney
Stanwell Park
Stanwell Park
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
Sydney
Federal
Newcastle
Sydney
Cresent Heads
Stanwell Park
Sydney
Stanwell Park
Sydney
Sydney
Sydney
Newcastle
Tumut
Grose Vale
Sydney
Stanwell Park
Pacific Palms
Singleton
Newcastl e
Pacific Palms
Sydney
Sydney
Stanwell Park
Stanwell Park
Wollongong
Stanwell Park
Sydney
Sydney
Newcastle
Byron Bay
Stanwell Park
Sydney
Byron Bay
Hamilton
Budsewoi
Stanwell Park

CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS FOR NEW SOUTH WALES
Ian Jarman
Larry Jones
Peter Morris

Cloudbase
Cloudbase
Cloudbase

Clyde Parquhar Brian Cheesman -

Stanwell Soaring Centre
Stanwell Soaring Centre

Chris Boyce

Aerial Technics

Kel Smith

Newcastle Hang Gliding School

Shane Duncan

Airborne School of Hang Gliding

Bruce Barcham
Dave Julian

Albatross Soaring Cen tre
Albatross Soaring Centre

CERTIFIED SCHOOLS FOR NEW SOUTH WALES
Cloudbase -

499 Crown Street, Surry Hills Sydney
(02) 6988584

Stanwe ll Soaring Centre - 5 Sheridan Crescent ,
S tanwell Park.
(042) 942648 .
Moyes Delta Gliders - Bronte Road, Waverley,
Sydney.
(02) 3875114.
Aerial Technics - Stanwell Avenue Stanwell Park.
(042) 942545.
Airborne - 39 Griffith Street , Charlestown ,
Newcastle.
049) 439599.
Albatross Soaring Centre - 159 Cathedral Street,
Woollomoobo (02) 3573555.
Newcastle Hang Gliding School, 12A Ocean Street,
Merewether, Newcastle. (049) 22704.
All NSW Certified Instructors are currently active
and work for or operate the above schools.
There
are approximately six members actively teachin g who
are near completion of their Cert. Inst. Course
requirements.
The system is working well and more new pilots are
making the grade, this is to the benefit of all
the Association members.
If you wish to become a Certified Instructor for
NSW, write to the Secretary of NSWHGA, at PO Box
121, Sutherland.
NSW 2232, for further details.
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Anyone interested in running , assisting, or
competing in competitions and sessions drop us a

COMPETITIONS

line and voice your opinions:
As the recently elected Competition Officer , I am
eager to see as many competitions as possible
take place in this state.
The present proposal is:
Hl-2:

H2 - 3:
3- 4:
4 - 5:

The Competitions Officer
NSWHGA
PO Box 121
Sutherland NSW 2232

Spot landing and LID competition at Kurnell
sand dunes .

Competitions at Stanwell Park .

Also I would l ike to imp l ement INTER- CLUB competitions
with emphasis on the after competition SESS I ONS.

Please include : your previsou flying and
competition experience , your membership number,
hang rating , glider type, and a self addressed
enve l ope.
Your ideas and suggestions toward fu ture
competitions and fes t ivities will be g r atefully
received as soon as possible.

The RESULTS OF THESE (and the sessions) will be
taken into consideration when seeding pi l ots for
major competi t ions .

SCOTT BERRY
Competition Off icer

CAN'T KEEP IT UP?
•

BALL VARIOMETERS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARIOMETERS ONE OF
WHICH WILL SU IT YOUR REQU IREMENTS :

* All pri ces quoted include the new Federal Government Sales Ta x
All pri ces su bject to change without notice.
MODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only, internal
batteries (not supp1 ied) .... .. . . . . . . ..... . . . ... . ... . . . $300*
NEW MODEL 651 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full
range or up onl y, digital altimeter, streamlined case _
uses internal batterie s (not sup p1ied) ... . . ... .. . . . . . . $'40*
We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer
12 months warranty (factory approved bac kup in Australia) on
all variometers sold.
ALSO AVAILABLE:
Winter Airspeed Indicators, self contained, made for
,
*
hang gl i ders ..... .. ........ . . . .. .. . ... .... .. ... . ... .. ... .. ... . . .. .. ~121
Replogle Ba rographs, light weig ht , rugged and
reliable , 30,000' range .... ... .... .. ........... ...... ... ... ... .. .. . $379*
Mechanical variometers . . .... Compasses .. .... Oxygen
For further information write or call Tom Gi lbert

T. & J. Sailplane Services
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N,S.W. 2570
PHONE (046) 66 7079 A.D. (046) 57 1288
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Who broke 4 down tubes in four days doing on
top landings at Stanwell - trying to get his
Hang 4?

V.H.S.A.

On "Flying Circus" recent holiday - everyone
recognized Jennie's knees.

----

Rumour has it another club is being
'VHDA' Victorian Hangglider Drivers
Those pilots with drivers have free
those that don't will have to pay!!
be nice to said drivers!

't llfEWS

formed:
Assoc.
membership or at least

'Gravy' had some hot stubbies after last Southern
but 'Phil the Porn' felt right at home and
sculled the lot.
,
Hear that there is going to be a Two Up club
formed.

RUMOURS, LIES AND HALF TRUTHS

Dunny Seat Award "The price of Infamy" was won this
month by JR for flying Mentone for two hours, then
being reported by a 'LOLWHHG' who called in the
LAW!! !

A new book is about to be released - "Ladies
Guide to H/G sites". Such relevant details to
be included are: nearest toilet facilities, milk
bar, hotel , camping accommoda~. ion (and Warrak
campdoesn ' t count at all).

Maxine went two-up at Spion with Ian, everyone
gasped with anticipation as they both landed "Join the mile high club!"

Jennie went two-up at Stanwell for 20 mins
10 min of which was telling him to go down
' cause she was air-sick.

Isn't it about time Steve R. took up singing
lessons!
Paul (flying beerbarrel) offered two-up rides
from 'Ben Nevis in case of bushfires, Judy maintains she ' d rather take her chances with the fire.

Fred Butcher and Gavin Hill (in Roger Fox's 190.)
at Mt Marthar North side. Photo Fred Butcher.
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GLIDING CLUB,

This popular institution still meets
regularly on the first Tuesday of each
month ...... .
Where you can ........ .
Corner a Safety Officer and get rated.
Ask advice.
Hear the latest gossip.
Spend the night telling everyone how you
gained 2000 ft. at Portsea last weekend.
See the latest Hang gliding films.
Advertize your old hang gliding gear.
Buy someone else's old hang gliding gear.
Get fed.
Have a good time.

MOUNT DANDENONG HANG GLIDING CLUB

All at Bells Hotel, Cnr Moray and
Coventry Sts, South Melbourne.

Notice to Members and Visitors.

Next Meeting. First Tuesday of each month.

The irreverent attitude of newer members or even
visitors has been noticed by the founding members
of the club. These pilots have been known to hoot
over the radio, showing-off by circling over the
towers and generally "skying out" while founding
members were demonstrating important "emergency
procedures" by flying straight down to the landing
area and even risking personal injury by landing
quickly and without fuss not even bothering to look
for the direction of the wind.

BE THERE

These "emergency procedures" are an important and
integral part of the club activities. They are to
be used in cases of bushfire, earthquakes and other
emergencies such as when newer members get hooked
up on a tower or mess up take-offs and damage trees.
The importance that founding members attach to these
procedures is shown by the number of times that they
practice them.
Further denigrating comments have been heard in
relation to the number of down tubes that have been
bent recently by founding members. It is in the
interest of safety only that these are damaged. The
members are merely demonstrating to the novices, the
various styles of difficult landings - such as the
downwind landing - known as the withering Withers
landing, squeezing in a 360 tu~n six inches off the
ground - The Butchers pirouette, and the effect of
landing in long grass - tee Ruffels rustical long
grass effect.
Because these activities are misinterpreted by some
fliers and doubts have been cast on the supreme
flying skills of these founding members, new rules
will corne into effect immediately.
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1.

If a founding member is demonstrating an
"emergency" fly-down procedure, other fliers
on the mountain or in the air shall follow him
immediately for a practice run.

2.

No flier shall fly higher than a founding member
at any time, as the founding member has probably
decided that it is unsafe to fly higher. His
knowledge of the mountain is to remain
undisputed. To gain this knowledge he has
sacrificed endless hours waiting on the mountain
suffering the withering effects of the micro
waves and other hazards.

3.

Should a founding member land in the trees
below take-off, he is probably just reducing
the risks for the following fliers by lowering
the tree tops. Every assistance should be
afforded to him in his self-sacrificing
endeavours.

4.

Should a founding member demonstrate what
appears to be a bone shattering landing,
immediate signs of respect for skills shall be
given by appropriate remarks. Laughing,
rolling of eyes skywards or singing of songs
such as - "You stuffed it up again, Hooray"
will be severely discouraged.

5.

Difficult flying procedures such as flying
above the mountain, flying to the restaurant
or venturing beyond the normal landing area
shall only be attempted after a founding member
has demonstrated these to ensure that it is
safe.

We have also had reports of pilots flying without
helmets - this is also breaking the law as stated
in AN095.8. Note if the pilot in the accident
stated above had not been wearing a helmet the
result could have been fatal.

Queensland News

Remember our National Body is trying to have the
AN095.8 modified to allow us more freedom.
Lets
help them by proving that we are all responsible
pilots.
TED McALLAN
QHGA State Co-ordinator

CANCELLED

New Ratings

M
R
R
C

Aktinson
McAnally
Stewart
Kessline

N Mead

G
P
H
R

(well almost), due to lack of response
(or typical Aussie slackness) Queensland's first
ever XC league.
Yes Folks, its sad but true.
With
only 6 weeks left in the competition, when things
should be really hotting up, I've just discovered
that there is a massive number of 5 pilots competing.
Five pilots!!! And yet there are 200 registered
fliers in Queensland , or so the records say.
I just
can ' t believe the lack of response - its incredible
. .. rave, rave, e tc. etc.

Kreamer
Loxley
Redfern
Whittaker

New Safety Officers
P Loxley
R Whi ttaker.
IRRESPONSIBLE PILOTS

Ted and Heather McAllan took over as State
Co-ordinators and got to hear we've got no incentive
- no-one does an thing for uS ... moan, moan. So in
their usual enthusiastic style Ted and Heather set to
changing things and 10, the first Queensland XC
League was born.
Ted's e mployer, Caltex, cheerfully
donated 200 litres of fuel and all entry fees (just
$15) are to be used as prize money.

Most QLD pilots and the public are aware via Media
coverage of the near fatal hang gliding accident
in the vicinity of Double Island Point on 29 January
1983. An over-confident pilot doing wingovers lost
control and the glider broke up in the air whilst
inverted.
Within weeks of the accident QHGA received a
complaint of a pilot doing wingovers over the
public and cars at Rosins Lookout.
It was reported
that at one stage he was within 10-12' of the public.
(We can verify the height when photos which were
taken are developed).
This pilot has been sever ley
reprimanded in writing for his irresponsible attitude
in so blatantly breaking the law, Ref AN095.8,
Section 44 (E) .
If the complaint had been received
and substantiated, they would have
take action. This could result in
fined up to $400 and/or jailed for
We don ' t want this to happen as it
hang gliding movement a bad name .

by the police
been forced to
the pilot being
up to 6 months.
gives the whole

So what's the problem? Not the $15 surely? I've
been unemployed and yet I managed (maybe with a
little help from Heather's avid debt collecting!).
What? You never fly XC? Or , if you are a true,
never to be converted coastal flier or ridge
soarer , and think all that crazy XC stuff is for
the birds, you are excused .
But what about the
rest of you, mmm? I've heard of XC flights all
the way up the coast (and that includes you far
North Qld lot) - some big, some small, but all
worth entering in a comp, so what's wrong with
everybody out there? Rusty pens? Tight wallets?
Or (horrors) rusty gliders as the result of rusty
fliers?
If there is any rivalry between clubs (heaven forbid
~ch childishness) please remember the league is
solely a QHGA affair, organised by two people who
had dedicated themselves to furthering our sport.
So get your act together and do something now, if
you want to see our Qld XC competition grow bigger
every year .

We also received another complaint of pilots flying
in controlled airspace. Their excuse was that they
did not know that they had entered controlled
airspace. With any aircraft, i t is the pilot's
responsibility to ensure that he is not breaking
the law. Unfortunately it does not matter how many
pilots fly safely and abide by the law, the public
are most likely to only remember the irrespons1ble
fliers.
It is the duty of Safety Officers and every
pilot in general to ensure that the people flying
with you do not break the law or put public safety
and property at risk.
If they ignore your advice
or warnings, notify QHGA and appropriate action will
be taken.

On the other hand, all you macho males need not
bother entering - it gives me less competition
and better chances of winning, being new at this
XC game. You all think I get it easy being the
only female pilot in this area, but they're twice
as tough on me.
So thanks fellas, I'll just cruise
on and collect a few prizes.
MARIE TUCKER
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Those of you who are listed above who do not show
a Street address or a phone number will you please
forward them to me as soon as possible as it is a
little difficult to pass on a PO Box as contact
to visiting pilots.

QHGA LIST OF SAFETY OFFICERS
If you are not on this list you are not a Safety
Officer:
J Allen

68 Wilkinson St
CAIRNS 4870
Ph 516270
B Duffy
PO Box 201
BILOELA 4715
G Etherton
43 Thompson St
AITKENVILLE 4814
Ph 077 751224
R Chandler
PO Box 396
TULLY 4854
T Hanlon
210-212 Mary Street
GYMPIE 4570
Ph W/ 071 821848
H/ 071 825610
D Hannah
64 Mt Crosby Road
TIVOLI 4305
Ph 2818963
N Roger
33 Hamilton St
REDLAND BAY 4165
C Hooker
65 Redbank Plains Road
GOODNA
Ph 2881275
B Lee
M Lewis
6 Bolong Court
FERNEY HILLS 4055
PH 3512188
L Linneweber
60 Hillview Crescent
CAIRNS 4870
Ph W/ 5 11 333
T McAllan
12 Coates Street
MORNINGSIDE 4170
Ph 3955892
E McCord
PO Box 235
GYMPIE 4570
R Nevins
102 Tu llai Road
MUDGEERABA 4215

I wish to thank QHGA members from Townsville North
who have contacted me in regard to Clubs and
contact points for visiting pilots. Would Clubs
South of Townsville please send names of
Secretaries and/or contact points as there is
no list of Queensland Clubs.

S Newell
c/- High School
Campbell Street
ROCKHAMPTON 4701
D Oxley
36 Ishmail Street
CAMIRA 4300
Ph 2883041

HEATHER McALLAN

G Pukullus
B Panitz
Maroon Road
RATHDOWNEY
Ph 075 441196

SUNSHINE NEWS

A Pascoe
60 Hillview Crescent
CAIRNS 4870
Ph W/ 511333

Recently there was an "Out of Town" pilot who had
a serious accident whilst flying one of our coastal
sites, Double Island Point. The first news about
this accident that Club Officials and Safety Officers
had was through the press and rumours were rift:

Stay Roy
M/S 207
Chevallum Road
PALMWOODS 4555
Ph 071 459185

We were not impressed : We feel that it is common
courtesy to notify the local club of an area if you
are flying sites , but it is a necessity to notify
them if there is an-accident.

P Saarinen
M/S 354
NERANG
Ph 075 333580

If the media rings us for a comment about "The
Hang Gliding Accident" and we say "What accident
are you talking about?", then it does little for
our credibility .

J Serles
Woodbury
YEPPOON 4703

Years have been spent building up good public
relations which are necessary for hang gliding to
prosper, in this area or any other .

STucker
14 Springfield Crescent
SPRINGWOOD 4127
Ph 2094876

All pilots are welcome to fly the Sunshine Coast
sites so l ong as they are suitably rated for the
site . Pilots who are not rated for the sites must
be accompanied by the Club ' s Training Officer .
In the event of an accident, we demand to be
notified immediately.

H Van Raalte
852 Ringstone Road
WATERFORD 4206
Ph 2006194

Ring the following Safety Officers:
Stan Roy
Mahl Oakes
Nichola Wallace
Alf Carter

G Walduck
PO Box 943
INNISFAIL 4860
R Whittaker
160 North Street
TOOWOOMBA 4350
Ph 076 327808

(071)
(071)
(071)
(071)

459185
444563
441227
457265

Thank you .
01 ' Bland had been getting into it lately with his
new Probe , becoming a regular part of the Flaxton
scenery . One morning he was telling us about the
possibility of flying to Mt Widgee which is 70kms
from Flaxton.

P Loxley
97 Hill Street
TOOWOOMBA 4350
Ph 076 327062

Later that afternoon he rang to say that he was at
the Imbll Pub. He flew a 40km dog l eg (it was only
a small dog) . With Widgee and Gympie in sight ,
he was we l l on the way to proving his theory.
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The NASSA Club will have it's Genera l Meeting at
the end of February. The elections are held
during this meeting, for the Club Committee
positions. So it is impor tant that all members
attend.

NOBBY NOTES
The Nobby Club held a fun fly -in up at Rainbow
Beach on Aus tralia Day weekend and there was a
good turnup of members for the 3 days. The wind
was SE for most of the weekend which meant we had
t o f l y on the Cooloola sands side . By using a
couple of 4WD's to shuttle us to the site , we
managed to get everyone there. On the Saturday
the wind was a good strength and the who l e coast
was working. Many pilots had long coastal run s
with 2 making it to the Noosa end of th e c liffs
and back.

Safe Soaring,
SCOTT TUCKER
Secretary

Mt. Widgee

The day would have been perfect, but unfortunately
a club member had an accident and was serious l y
injured as a result.
There will be a detailed
report about the accident, submitted by QHGA.

Comp.

The Cooloola coast was on again on the Sunday
although the wind was a lot lighter than the day
before. Most of the flying was confined to the
large hill just to the right of take-off.
Gavin
Howland and Barry Clapham made i t acros s the
lower dunes to the next large hill and then back
again. They were the best flights for the day.

MT WIDGEE QLD CROSS COUNTRY AND INVITATIONAL
CROSS COUNTRY EASTER LONG WEEKEND

The wind had changed slightly by Monday, but it
was sti ll the south side of east . We decided to
give Rainbow Beach a go - it was soarable, even
with the wind that far off as it was pretty strong .

TASKS:

Open distance with the possibility of a
triangle race. Practice Friday the 1st.

The ridge lift was, as you can imagine, quite choppy
but good height gains were possible if y ou worked
at it. Most people had 2 or more flights, landing
back in the Blow for a rest and a drink in between.
But by mid afternoon, the wind starte d to swing
more to the south and we all decided to give it
away and head down to the town.
It was a fast
downwind run to the beach, an exciting way to end
the weekend.

ENTRY FEE:

A trifling $10 to Tony Hanlon 210 Mary
St, Gympie 4570.

PRIZES:

$100 OPEN ORDERS DONATED BY SUNCOAST HANG
GLIDERS for first place in both Qld Resident and
Invitational. Money from entry fees goes to
minor placings .

Apart from the accident , the weekend itself was
very successful with flying being possible on all
three days.
It was a tired bunch of fli e rs that
made the long drive back to Brisbane that night.

THE SITE:

This magnificent 1700 ft take-off
produces easy 30-50 kilometre flights and this
is the prime time of the year for SE-E winds
which are the most favourable, but the take-off
will take E-NE .
Nev Badior recently flew 102 kilometres to
Kingaroy and 3000ft to blow off to land.
There will be several local 4WD's for
transport to take-off.
Camping areas are freely available close
to t.he s ite and there are a couple of nice
country pubs close by.

Apart from our weekend at Rainbow , most of the
club flying has been done at Rosin's Lookout
wh e re up to 13 gliders have been seen flying the
point in a light NE seabreeze.
There has also been some flying done at the Nobby
as Amberley have been permitting pilots to fl y
there on the weekends and also giving them height
clearances. Hopefully the s ituation will improve
even more in the future and we will have the Nobby
back to it's full potential.
In a recent issue of Skysailor, Neville of Gympi e
issued a chal lenge to other Qld fliers after hi s
long XC flight off Widgee Mt. The challenge was
taken by by some of the NASSA fliers. The result
was that on February 5 1983, Rosin's Lookout was
put on the map as a true XC site when not 1, but
3 pilots went for it and landed 90 kms away, all
in the same paddock. See the article on the
flight in this issue to get the full story.
Since
then there have been some more XC flights from
Rosin's with 2 pilots landing at Beaudesert .

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE,
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THIRD SMILE HIGH FLY-IN
DATE:

Easter Sunday - 3 April.

People who don't live
usually don't realise
exists.
And even when they see it they find it hard to
believe - the place so reeks of the atmosphere of
the old country pub, its characters and the famous
song, that it seems unreal.
That' s one
village of
has become
SMILE HIGH
pilots who
headlands,

of the reasons why the Pub and the small
Taylors Arm, some 30kms west of Macksville
an unofficial headquarters f or the CLUB
- the band of resident and itinerant
fly the Mid-North Coast's spectacular
valleys and escarpments.

And thus it was only natural that when the pilots
heard about the first annual Pub With No Beer
Country Festival and Fair at Easter, they decided
they would like to be part of it.
Area Safety Officer Chris Pacey contacted the
organisers and asked whether they would like to add
a fly-in to the program.
"with the right conditions
we'll take-off from Whip Mountain (8kms away) and
drop in at the Pub, he confidently announced.
And with three days to the festival no lesser
personality than Steve Moyes launched himself from
the Whip in a kite borrowed from Chris and proved
it could be done - he touched down on the cricket
oval just across the street.
Came the big day and between 8,000 and 10,000
people swamped Taylors Arm for a day of country
music, bullock teams, woodchopping, market stalls,
rides and a generally large time.

Chris Pacey sees the day as both a relaxed rage for
fliers and a chance to showcase hang gliding before
a big public in a region where the support of
local people is being sought in the opening up of
new launch areas with great potential. He would
like to hear from any fliers interested in being
there (Phone (065) 68 1920), or Ron (Sydney ,
665 8335 - am only).
Organisers are expecting 15,000 to 20 , 000 people
at this year's festival. There is to be country
and bush music from llam until 9pm, plus sleeper
squaring, a bullock team, woodchopping , draught
horses, whipcracking, a country market, a kids'
circus , rides and motorcross. And contrary to
the words of the song, the Pub now has plent of
beer!
In their publicity the organisers have summed up
the nature of the day in these terms:

The fliers proved a highlight!
That's why this Easter there's to be a 3rd annual
SMILE HIGH FLY-IN with hopes that as many as 30 - 40
fliers from all parts of the State and Queensland
will be there to take part.
Chris Pacey is Chief Organiser and is planning
competition for H2,3,4 and H5 rated pilots, though
conditions will determine whether the H2 pilots
will be able to launch.
An independant panel of judges will assess pilots
mainly on their take - off, landing and air safety not too much notice will be taken of performance in
the air as the occasion is not seen as one where
pilots should be encouraged to take risks.

"the Pub with No Beer Festival at Raylors Arm
is more than just another country music
festival - we ' ve gone back to the essence of
what country and bush music is all about with
people coming together out-of-doors and away
from today to sing and listen to the old songs
and have a good time . And with the music, the
colour and excitement of an old-time country
fair the way it was before the machines and
rip-off merchants took over from the tent sho~
the spruikers, the daredevils and the freaks
of side- show alley. For us the events, the
fasc i nation and the old fashioned good fun
of a true-blue, dinki di, back- to- the-bush
country celebration! "
There will be a discount to all pilots who camp
at Headland Caravan Park , Nambaca Beach .
NE, S, SE, site, H4 only.
Whip Moun tai n E , - H3 & H4.

There will be no entry fees and troph i es (the main
one a cedar carvin g) will be offered for first,
second and third i n each category. Festival
organisers are also hoping to raise abou t $300 for
distribution as p r ize money .

PS. SW - Hang 4.
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Dear Peter
Thank you for running the notice about my sto le n
Vampyre 164 in the last issue of the Skysailor .
I am pleased to say that the machine has been
located and I picked it up from a guy called
Alan Allchin , in Sydney about 2 weeks ago .
Apparently th e guys that stole it offered it
to him for sale and he returned it to me when
he found out who owned it.
I am very grateful .

SA STATE COMPETITION 1983
Easter - April 1,2, 3 ,4.

The thi eves have not as yet been apprehended and
the police are still questioning Alan .
Thank you
again for your efforts on my behalf in helping
to locate the machine.

*Loc kiel, Illawarra Hill, Barn Hill, Horrocks*
Because a Nationals type competition would have
little validity over 4 days , these competitions
will be simply open distance, open window in
"recommended" directions.

Kind r egards for the New Year.
ROB CLARKE

A "drop out" area will be defined both in front and
over the back. A return to th e top will have these
areas at designated times to assist inter staters
without drivers.

My fri ends ,
Fi r stly , please note my change of address .

An open invitation exists to all flier s of at least
H3 . Many pilots have cut their XC teeth at these
sites with outstanding first flights.
(See Dermot
Meaney's article this issue !).

Secondly, that I have at no time received helmet
transfers for my membership number.

Site records are as follows:

Thirdly , my thanks and appreciation for you r
effo rt in bringing out Skysailor, and your
services to hang gliding in general .

Lochiel
Illawarra
Barnhill
Horrocks

80kms
195kms
56kms (new site)
222kms (also 167 this year)

It is pleasing to note the increasing literacy of
articles in Skysai lor.
I personally find the type
of report that continually makes reference through " in jokes " - to members ' sexual potency
and drinking capacity a little wearing.
Roger
the Rager might be just that, but his report of
Eungella was far more informative than the
Victorian Comp r epo rt in the same issue.

Three Hundred Mile Flights So Far This Summer !
Entry Fee - $10.
pilots meeting 9 . 00am Friday 1 April at Snow town
Caravan Park.

In the not too distant future our Cairns Club will
forward some details of activities and sites for
the magazine . This is a promise.

contact Steve Blenkinsop (086) 622171 BH
(086) 622159 AH

Once again, my thanks to you , and all the best
for th e New Year .

STEVE BLENKINSOP

Yours sincere l y ,
K DAVIES
54 MacIlwraith St
CAIRNS NQ
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Please note helmet membership numbers are the
domain of the state association. Ed.

skysoaring industries
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515
VAROIMETERS
Hummingbird VE-IO ............ $214
Ball 620H, Small audio
vario ...... $300
Ball 651, Compact audio v ario/
digital altimeter in
padded bag .... ...... $540
651 Bracke~ ......... $22
Warranty and Service included .
KWIK CLAMPS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24
ALTIMETERS
Thommen 2000-26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $132
Wrist strap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ~.$8
AIR SPEED INDICA~OR
Hall wind meter with
bracket ....... $35
PA.RACHUTES
Prolite Pulled Apex chute by A.A.S.
Fastest opening, most efficient
super compact. Weighs 3~ Ibs.$370
Container bag ....... .. ....... $20
COCOON HARNESSES
Advanced Air Sports ..... from $220

plJone SIeve Kennord (042)

61/194

HELMETS AGAIN
Recently we were treated to seeing the Birdmen of
Kilamanjaro which was an interesting and entertaining
program. We we r e amazed however to see Bill and
Steve bo th choose not to wear helmets . To see
someone soaring around in a hang glider with the
wind in their hair may be a great visual effect
for TV, but it is not paying too much respect
to th e head, nor does it give the public th e
impression that hang glider pilots are safety
conscious peop l e .
For the immediate past president of HGFA i t was not
very good form .
Bill and Steve stood on top of
Kilamanjaro taking snorts of oxygen in order to
keep their wits about them, and had to contend
with running like a "Bat out of hell" to take-off.
During the fast take- off run , Bill fell quite
heavily.
Simi l ar accidents have caused quite
severe concussions . For the sake of about $50 ,
maybe less , and the feeling of the wind in the
hair , they may have blown the whole costly
operation right at take-off .
If one wants to take the option of bashing ones
brains out then that is entirely ones own business,
but if you want to be a member of HGFA , with the
inherited advantages of such membership, then you

should abide by its rules and constitutions .
I 'm
sure this calls for a safety conscious attitude:
This is not meant as a personal vendetta but the
average beginner is very influenced by what he
sees from his heroes .
It would seem Bill has
seduced "Lady Luck". By the law of averages , he
should have died about three or four times, from
hang glider accidents. The gods have definitely
smiled upon him.
The average person should not
count on such luck. Wearing a helmet makes good
sense ! Wearing a good helmet makes even more
sense ! There is an old saying "If you ' ve got a
ten dollar head then wear a ten dollar helmet".
The motorcycle fraternity have long been aware of
this and in racing they stipulate a helmet must
be up to the job i t is supposed to do.
By
setting down a minimum standard such as the Z90
standard . But there should be a standard set down
or adopted.
Many times we have seen pilots flying with helmets
that we f eel fall far short of what hang gliding
requires.
A helmet is supposed to absorb the
impact! Not transfer it to your head !
This brings us to the point of trying to decide
on a suitable standard for hang glider pi lots.
In Oc tober 1980 Skysailor , Rod Stevens the then
NSWHGA Safety Co-ordinator , wrote quite an extensive
article on helmets. The Australian Standard s
Associations "AS 2063 " was explained in this article
and a se ri es of tests on popular sporting and
cycling helmets were shown.
Only the MSW bicycle
helmets and the Be ll Uti lity he lmet passed this
standard for retention, penetration and impact
energy attentuation . However these helmets were
not freely available, the Bell having gone out
of production .
There are now helmets which are
freely available that pass this s tandard.
We think it is high time that this standard, AS 2063 ,
is adopted by HGFA as a minimum standard .
If peop l e
wis h to use Z90 standard helmets, these obviously
are also acceptable , so long as the ears are open
to the wind.
We feel this is an added requirement
to AS 2063.
STAN ROY & MAHL OAKES
Suncoast Hang Gliders

NEVIS FLASH
Reported to me today by a spy in the Ultralite
Products factory in Temecula , California , that
Pete Brock the Company Presiden t has planned a new
learner/intermediate hang glider that is in direct
competition to the recently released Moyes Delta
Gliders - MARS .
In the usual hang gliding tradition of naming glider ~
of a similar nature in synonyms,
ego Comet/Meteor,
Tital/Missile, and now Moyes Mars and its American
cousin will be known as UP Uranus.
One must stop
at this particular point and wonder whether Bill
Moyes personally has drawn his competitors into a
position where they are forced to use such
unforgiveable and offensive names as UP Uranus .
TONY HANLON

NSW

'l:"--------

190 Swift MKII (hang point from A frame) .
- Nationals '82 - 1st place .
- 195kms, November '82.
- Buffalo XC round 4 '83 - 1st place.

f="'1

MARKET PLACE

Sure this glider has·done a lot of kms, but
is still performing well and is at a giveaway
price ! H3.
$675 ONO.

c/- Jenny Ganderton (02) 6941155 .

Moyes Mega 2, swivel crossbar , near new
condition . Dark blue leading edge and tips,
the rest gold, plus PA medium cocoon harness.
$900.00 . ONO . Minimum rating H2.
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Moyes Midi Swallowtail , good learners kite in
good condition and PA prone harness and helmet.
$350 ONO. No minimum rating .
Phone (02) 918 6517 or 816 7317 .
Gary Salmon.

~~~~~

Sky trek Bandit 180 . Green and gold, excellent
delight to fly.
Minimum rating
Also ,

..

Free flight Twister V.
185sq ft , colours,
white , yellow, orange, red. This glider is
in incredibly good condition and flies well.
A bargain at $200.
Minimum rating " Advanced
H2 - H3".

(Phoned-in adds are not a good idea because 1
think I've lost one. Sorry who ever it was.)

(q,f.)

Contact M Sealey, Skinners Shoot,
Byron Bay, 2481

NSW

Or ring (066) 856116 and leave phone number.
Meteor 170. Dark blue with white central
panel, yellow under surface . As new condition
probably only 10 hours flight time.
Must
sel l, make an offer!

Probe - November ' 82 model (genuine
collector's item) . Must sell as buying a
carabina in the near future.
Black
leading edge , rainbow under surface and
white trailing edge .
A must for every astronaut. Will sell with
oxy-mask and spaceboots (size 8~). H3.
$1550 .0 0.

and
Mega II.

Goes well, $650 ONO .

Rod White (0 66) 847396 .

Pulsar 185 Rainbow D/S.

H2.

$1100 .0 0.

Matt Stickley - Ph.

Pu l sar 165 Burgundy and qold. Good
condition, proven performance in all types
of flyinq and conditions.
H2.
$900.00.

(02) 2305163 (BH)

VK2 excellent condition. Black , tangerine ,
yellow and lime. Suit beginner. Minimum
rating Hl.
$550.00.

Humminqbird vario and United Instruments
altimeter (20' increments) - 1000 to
plus 20,000 feet), with mounting bracket.
$230.00 .

A Farrar .

PA parachute never used.
$300.00 .

UP Comet 185, gold and white, good
condition . H3 rating, wi ll freight.
$900 . 00 ONO .

Repacked with sale.

Contact John Gudgeon
17 Evans Street
Byron Bay NSW 2481
Ph. (066) 857335 .

Ph (02)

2305572.

Denis Gi lbert (04 3) 5880 11 Ext 244 (BH)
(043) 882628 (AH)
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4.

This is the new Missile which features:

Moyes Missile 180 - Series 2.
Immaculate
condition, only 3 months old. Gentle handling
and flight characteristics for the H3 & H4
pilots. All white mainsail, with bright
visable yellow leading edge pocket and Kelly
green under surface . A most attractive
glider at a most attractive price of $1450.
Airfreighted free anywhere in Aust .
Replacement value of this glider now exceeds
$1700 , complete with two spare A frame uprights.

*Tri-laminate sandwich cloth main sail ,
resulting in incredible L/D at 20mph plus .
*Neoprene tips and shorter pocket resulting
in much better handling.
*Streamlined keel pocked.
Colours , green leading edge, gold u/surface,
white main sail and white finish.
I have
to sacrifice this glider to go working out
bush for four or five months. This glider
was manufactured in mid December '82.
Price - rip me off at $1400.00.

Instrument package - comprises of a Ball 500H
audio/visual vario, and Steve Schneider
altimeter mounted in a Bennett Flight panel
and stainless steel control bar bracket.
Replacement value exceeds $435 but this top
class package is yours for $290 postage paid.

Dermot Meaney -

Messages

Embury Sky Systems 26' emergency parachute
system .
Includes sew on canister in light
blue parapack/deployment bag/and recently
repacked canopy.
Replacement value is $380.
and this postage paid package is only $250.

599 Marion Road
South Plimpton
SA 5038

-

(08) 2777120.

1 Missile 180.
4 months old , spare wires,
3 colours. Minimum H3 .
$950 . 00. Proven glider at Buffalo .

Two of the best learner gliders available:
Pacific Kites Lancer 4 - 160sq ft and weighs
only 481bs. an excellent glider for ladies/
learners/ and the little people. Good nick $400 . 00. H2.
Ultralight Flight Wedgetail B - when you see
this glider you will really blow your stack.
Yes it is 3 years old , but it has never been
flown.
In the same new condition that Brian
Fimmell made it.
Light Blue combination sail
and pulley deflexor system , 200sq ft.
Excellent value at $800 but the first phone
call will secure it for only $650 including
air freight to anywhere in Aust or S/W Tasmania
(for the Greenies) .

Phone G Ninnes (08)

3816732.

VIC
Moyes Mega III (Meteor), 180sq ft.
Good condition . All pale blue.
Dark blue
tips.
$700.00.
Ian Kirk. Ph (03)

5801455.

VK4 Blue Stratus , fully coated rigging,
delux bag, excellent condition . Hl rated.
$750.00 .
Ring Ron (03) 6997755 (BH)
(03) 2337625 (AH)

Contact Tony Hanlon
210 Mary Street
GYMPIE.
PH. 821848/825610

EF5 span with hang case and harness.
On ly
one of two known to exist .
Soars in 10
knots.
Hang 2 rating. Excellent condition.
Ring Ron (03) 6997755 (BH)
(03) 2337625 (AH)

180 Orion.
$1 ,000. ONO .
In perfect
condition, dark blue with red double surface
and gold leading edges. Min rating Hl,
complete with harness and helmet. Will
transport.
Glenn Clark - Ph Gold Coast 353939.

Meteor 150, Yellow with rainbow D'surface
$1100 ono. Phone Brett Freebody.
A/H 062-957434.
Moyes Meteor 170 - in not so excellent
condition. Well used, but in safe
controllable condition. All blue sail with
red mylar pocket cover. Still flies well.
Complete with a spare set of A frame uprights.
Good value for the intermediate flier who
doesn't know what top of the line glider
to buy yet, but wants more performance
than the Bandit or mega 2.
You collect for
only $800.
Contact Tony Hanlon 821848 or 825610 after hours.
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Swift 160 Good condition. Quick Sale!
only 18 months old. $600 Phone Harry
02-6653030

VIC
Moyes Maxi. Good condition. $380.00
Harness Moyes summer prone. $40.00
Phone Ray Jackson 03-2334381.
Mega 3 170 Excellent condition $850
Missile 180 Good condition $1000
Phone John Amor 03-2322682

.------------ -
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SKYTREK hanG alider desians

4 terrlgLll glace, Engatjine

phone 5207716.

TH?ROB~

the glider setting the pace
AU r )1 RALIAN NA; IONALS
NSW S TA r~ TI TLES
1st- .. PROBE Allen DC'Ilel
1st .... PPOBE
Steve Powter
2nd .... PROBE B"'uce Dcl')lel
3"'d ... Pr10BF
B"'uce Danle~
4th .. PROBE Danny Scott
N f:. W ZEA L}\ N D "J }\ T 10 f\j}\ ~ S
b t.. . r fl (; R F
AL en Do n! e l.
Looking at th'~~)e resu t ", t ~e pro be hus DrOVer) It.c;e~ f to be the
best competrt,on qllde r 'n AustrcllG today Its ~cndlrf)g and
Derforrnal"lce hav-e made It Wit !tou t nny dou bt the most ve!"satile ~llde~ avcllable \. you ore looking for a glider that s fun
to frYI llghL easy to hanalei a'ld competitive, the n the Probe
IS the glloer -for you. For more Il')formatlon, give us a call
l

This glider was made fo'" the novice and Intermediate pilot in
mind The Gyro IS a llg~t low stall sQ~ed gllder, an updated
verSion of t1e Bandit. The Gyro 180 IS an open crossbar glider for hang -one on upwards. Its performancewetl what would you expect from the company that has
Lust dominated the Australian National hang gliding
Championships!
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